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STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
We believe that Ashland High School in cooperation with home and community should help each student
attain the highest potential, both as an individual and as a contributing member of an ever-changing society.
We believe the school’s comprehensive program of study, counseling services, and co-curricular activities
lead the student to acquire essential and meaningful skills, attitudes, values, and knowledge; and to explore,
discover, and develop special interests and unique abilities.
We believe that all students can learn, but they learn through different modalities. We are committed to meet that
challenge.
OBJECTIVES
To implement our philosophy, the school provides a diversified curriculum, facility, and faculty which work
together to help the students
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Develop communication skills (speaking, listening, writing, reading)
Develop critical and creative thinking
Acquire practical skills and knowledge to participate successfully in everyday life
Learn to weigh and consider values
Develop an understanding of the interrelationship of all life
Recognize the dignity and worth of all individuals
Assume the responsibilities of American citizenship
Develop aesthetic appreciations
Acquire the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to prepare for future learning experiences
and vocational opportunities
10. Develop attitudes, habits, and skills that lead to good physical and mental health.
AIMS OF THE ASHLAND CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
High Student Achievement
Safe School Environment
Efficient and Effective Operations
ASHLAND CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT MISSION
Equipping students to persevere and thrive as productive members of society.
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ASHLAND HIGH SCHOOL
VISION
Achieving Higher Success
MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of Ashland High School is to create a community of responsible learners and respectful citizens who are ready
for the challenges of life in an ever-changing world.

GOALS
1. Given the appropriate classroom instruction and practice, students will demonstrate high performance results.
2. Given the opportunity to actively participate in a homeroom, students will positively respond to the advantages of a
smaller school atmosphere.
3. Given the appropriate training and resources, we will model, encourage, and deploy quality practices.

CORE VALUES
Staff members at Ashland High School value
➢ Learning
● Organizational-, personal-, and student-centered education.
➢ Agility
● Flexibility in planning for and responding to present and future needs.
➢ Accountability
● Data-driven decision making (fiscally, socially, ethically).
➢ Community
● Relationships among students, staff, and the public.
➢ Character
● Commitment to excellence in character.
Non-Discrimination Policy
The Ashland City School district has a policy of nondiscrimination on the basis of sex, race, color, national origin,
and disability in its curricular, co-curricular, extracurricular, and support programs and services. This policy of
nondiscrimination extends to students, staff, the general public, and individuals with whom it does business.
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SCHEDULING OF STUDENTS
Much thought and work on the part of the teachers and counselors goes into registration. Every student is
encouraged to take courses from which he or she will benefit and in which he or she will have a good chance
to succeed. Parents are urged to consider their student’s schedule carefully and call the school with any
questions on course choice. If a student is not recommended for a course, it is because the counselor and/or
teachers feel the student may have significant difficulty in the course, or the course may not adequately
prepare the student for his/her future goals. If parents still want the student to take a non-recommended course,
they may do so, with the understanding that difficulties may arise in the course, or in the student’s pursuit of
his/her goals.
ADDING AND DROPPING SUBJECTS
The scheduling of 1,000 students into classes is a complex operation. Students make their course requests in
January. Counselors input each student’s request into our scheduling system in February. Students then receive
a printout of their inputted requests to ensure that no errors have been made. Any course request errors should
be brought to the appropriate counselor immediately. Once any errors are corrected and all student requests
have been entered into the scheduling system, a master schedule will be created to accommodate as many
student requests as possible. In April and May, counselors address any scheduling conflicts with the
appropriate students. Students are expected to make schedule adjustments for the new school year during this
time in April and May. Balancing study halls by semester and identifying course retakes, due to course failure
the prior school year, will be done in the summer and may require schedule modifications. No student should
have more than one study hall each semester. Time is set aside after students pick up their schedules in
August to correct computer errors, balance classes, add CCP courses, and make any other necessary changes.
If there is an error in your student’s schedule, please contact the appropriate counselor to make the correction.
Schedules will be changed in August only if an aforementioned error is noticed. Requests to change schedules
to have a specific teacher, to have a specific lunch period, to be in a class with specific peers, or any request
that is not a result of a scheduling error, will not be allowed in August; except for situations of significant
unusual circumstance.
Once the school year begins, it may be practical for the student to change his/her schedule under the following
procedures:
-

A subject may be dropped upon recommendation of the counselor or teacher, and with a parent conference.
Because each situation is unique, the time frame will be determined by what is in the best interest of the student. It
is important that the teacher be allowed enough classroom time to effectively evaluate the student's ability.

-

A subject may be dropped without being shown on the transcript during the first five weeks of a semester course or
within the first 10 weeks of a year-long course with the permission of the subject teacher, the counselor, and the
parents. The grade at the time the class is dropped does affect eligibility for that grading period if not dropped by
the end of the 7th week.

-

If a student drops a course after the allotted time, he/she will be given a Withdrawn Passing (WP) or Withdrawn
Failing (WF) for the course. Much consideration will be placed upon teacher recommendation. It is important to
note that a withdrawn failing mark is figured into a student’s GPA as if that student had failed the class for the
semester or year.

Changing course requests for second semester at semester break will be done only to improve a student’s chance
to succeed. It will not be done to make a student’s schedule less challenging.
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REPEATING A COURSE
Ashland High School’s repeat course policy is available for students studying mathematics and world languages. The
purpose of this policy is to allow students to be ready to continue through a curriculum to the next course in the
progression. Sometimes a student can pass a course but not learn the material sufficiently to continue on to the next course
in the progression. Class failures do not fall under this policy.
A student may repeat a course with a grade change provided:
1.

The student received any passing grade in the basic level of a course and is moving to the next level of that SAME
course.

2.

The student must receive approval from the teacher of the initial course, the department chair, the guidance
counselor, and the principal.

3.

The student and his/her parent(s) or guardian(s) must sign this form authorizing removal of the initial course from
the student’s academic history. This means that the course grade and credit will be withdrawn as if the student had
never taken the course. Therefore, the student must pass the class the second time in order to obtain the credit, and
the new grade will be the grade for that course. It is possible for the student to receive a lower grade than was
earned the first time. Dropping the new class will result in a failing grade.

This process may be initiated during scheduling for the following year or once the next course in the sequence has started
and both the student and teacher feel that continuation in the present course is not advisable and that repetition of the
previous course would be preferable. The decision should be made in the first six weeks of a year-long course.
A student who qualifies may repeat a maximum of two courses during his/her high school career.
Eligibility for use of the Repeat a Course policy in mathematics: Letter grade of C or D
Eligibility for use of the Repeat a Course policy in World Language: Letter grade of C or D

ASHLAND HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING-WIDE GRADE SCALE
97-100
93-96
90-92
87-89
83-86
80-82
77-79
73-76
70-72
67-69
63-66
60-62

A+
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
D-

4.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

.50 or above rounds up
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Ashland High School Graduation Requirements
To graduate from Ashland High School a student must complete 21 units of credit and meet the requirements
prescribed by the Ohio Department of Education.
Curricular
Class of 2014 and Beyond
Requirements
English
4 credits
A. 1 credit of English 9 or Honors English 9
B. 1 credit of English 10 or Honors Track Courses
C. 2 credits of remaining English elective courses

Mathematics

4 credits
A. Must include 1 credit of Algebra II or the equivalent of Algebra II .

Science

3 credits
A. Science units must include 1 unit of physical sciences, 1 unit of life sciences and 1 unit of
advanced study in one or more of the following sciences: chemistry, physics, or other
physical science; advanced biology or other life science; astronomy, physical geology, or
other earth or space science.

Social Studies 3 Credits
A. 1 credit of American History
B. 1 credit of World History
C. ½ credit of Government
D. ½ credit of Economics*
*For the Class of 2026 ½ credit of Financial Literacy will be required rather than Economics per
state law

Health

½ credit

Physical
Education

½ credit (2 semesters of a ¼ credit class)
A. Students may choose to waive their PE credit requirement by participating in the
PE Waiver at Ashland High School for two full seasons.

Electives

6 elective credits
Electives may include credits from foreign language, fine arts, business, career-technical
education, family consumer sciences, technology, agricultural education or English, math,
science or social studies classes not otherwise required.

Other
All students must receive instruction in economics and financial literacy during grades
Requirements 9-12 and must complete at least two semesters of fine arts taken any time in grades 7-12.
Additional
Students must meet additional requirements from the state of Ohio documented on the
Requirements following pages in the form of state tests and readiness.
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Ashland High School Graduation Requirements
Classes of 2023 and Beyond

EachChildOurFuture

It’s Your Future. Get Ready.
Before you know it, you’ll be receiving your high school diploma. Ohio is giving you new ways to show the
world what you can do with it.
As a student entering ninth grade on or after July 1, 2019, Ohio’s new high school graduation requirements give you
more flexibility to choose a graduation pathway that builds on your strengths and passions – one that ensures you are
ready for your next steps and excited about the future.

First, cover the basics

You must earn a minimum total of 21 credits in specified
subjects and take your required tests. Then, decide how
you will round out your diploma requirements.

English language arts

4 credits

Health

½ credit

Mathematics

4 credits

Physical education

½ credit

Science

3 credits

Social studies

3 credits

Electives

6 credits

Other Requirements
You also must receive instruction in
economics and financial literacy and
complete at least two semesters of fine
arts.

Second, show competency

Earn a passing score on Ohio’s high school Algebra I and English II tests. Students who do not pass the test will
be offered additional support and must retake the test at least once.
Is testing not your strength? After you have taken your tests, there are three additional ways to show competency!

Option

1.

Demonstrate Two
Career-Focused Activities*:
Foundational
Proficient scores on WebXams
A 12-point industry credential
A pre-apprenticeship or acceptance into an
approved apprenticeship program
Supporting
Work-based learning
Earn the required score on WorkKeys Earn
the OhioMeansJobs Readiness Seal
*At least one of the two must be a Foundational skill

Option

2.

Enlist in the Military
Show evidence that you have signed
a contract to enter a branch of the
U.S. armed services upon graduation.

3.

Option

Complete College Coursework
Earn credit for one college-level math and/
or college-level English course through
Ohio’s free College Credit Plus program.
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EachChildOurFuture

Third, show readiness

Earn two of the following diploma seals, choosing those that line up with your goals and interests. These seals
give you the chance to demonstrate academic, technical and professional skills and knowledge that align to
your passions, interests and planned next steps after high school.

At least one of the two must be Ohio-designed:

OhioMeansJobs Readiness Seal (Ohio)
Industry-Recognized Credential Seal (Ohio)
College-Ready Seal (Ohio)
Military Enlistment Seal (Ohio)
Citizenship Seal (Ohio)
Science Seal (Ohio)
Honors Diploma Seal (Ohio)
Seal of Biliteracy (Ohio)
Technology Seal (Ohio)
Community Service Seal (Local)
Fine and Performing Arts Seal (Local)
Student Engagement Seal (Local)

graduation

visit education.ohio.gov/
Want to learn more? Contact your school counselor or
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Demonstration of Readiness
State and Local Seals at Ashland High School
Students will demonstrate readiness for their post-high school paths by earning two seals that allow them to demonstrate
well-rounded academic and technical knowledge, professional skills, social and emotional competencies, and leadership
and reasoning skills. At least one seal earned must be a state-defined seal.

OhioMeansJobs Readiness Seal (State): Must meet Science Seal (State): Earn a proficient score (700+)
requirements and criteria established by the state in
on the biology EOC. AP and CCP courses and scores
cooperation with coursework taken at Ashland High also apply.
School.
Citizenship Seal (State): Earn a proficient score
(700+) on the American History and Government
EOC. AP and CCP courses and scores can also
apply.

Honors Diploma (State): Earn one of the six
state-defined honors diplomas.

Industry-Recognized Credential Seal (State): Earn Technology Seal (State): Complete coursework in
an approved credential in an in demand job.
advanced technology courses according to state
guidelines.
College-Ready Seal (State): Earn remediation-free
scores on the ACT or SAT.

Military Enlistment Seal (State): Must provide
evidence of enlistment in a branch of the U.S. Armed
Forces.

Student Engagement Seal (Local): Successful
participation in three seasons of Ashland High
School extracurricular activities over the course of
at least two years during a student’s high school
(grades 9-12) career. See guidelines on page 15 of
the program of studies.

Community Service Seal (Local): Complete
documented hours of community service through a
community organization. See guidelines for service
on page 14 of the program of studies.

Fine and Performing Arts Seal (Local): Demonstrate skill in the fine or performing arts by accumulating a
total of 4 points through art and music courses, performances, and competitions. Specific details are
included on page 13 of the program of studies.
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Ashland High School Visual and Performing Arts Seal
Locally Defined Diploma Seals
ODE Description

Requirements
ODE Description

Visual and Performing Arts Seal
(locally defined)

Demonstrate skill in the fine or performing arts according to an
evaluation aligned with guidelines adopted by the student’s local
board of education or school governing authority.

Ashland High School Description

Ashland High School Description

AHS Fine and Performing Arts Seal

Accumulate a total of 4 points (grades 9-12)
●
●

●

Score proficient or higher (2.0 - C) in curricular high
school fine arts courses = ½ point per semester
Perform music in a district/state level auditioned honors
group or achieve a Superior or Excellent rating in a class
A or B solo or ensemble at an adjudicated OMEA event
= ½ point per performance
Visual/digital artwork entered in local, regional, or state
art competitions = ½ point per entry
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Ashland High School Community Service Seal
Locally Defined Diploma Seals
ODE Description
Community Service Seal

Requirements
ODE Description
Students will complete a community service project aligned with
the guidelines adopted by the school district’s local school board
of education or school governing authority.

Ashland High School Description
AHS Community Service Seal

Ashland High School Description
●

●

Community service is work done by a student in
partnership with an organization that benefits
individuals or the community at large and for which a
student is not compensated.
Accumulate 40 hours of community service in grades
9-12 in a minimum of 2 different locations. Students
will need to gain pre-approval for community service
done outside of school through their school counselor
and will need the signature of a supervising adult for
each activity. An official AHS tracking sheet must be
used for tracking hours and can be picked up in the
Guidance Office. Students are responsible for securing
their own service sites and locations.
o Hours will be prorated for the classes of
2021-2024.
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Ashland High School Student Engagement Seal
Locally Defined Diploma Seals
ODE Description
Student Engagement Seal

Ashland High School Description
AHS Student Engagement Seal

Requirements
ODE Description
Students will participate in extracurricular activities such as
athletics, clubs or student government to a meaningful extent, as
determined by guidelines adopted by the school district’s local
board of education or school governing authority.
Ashland High School Description
Successful participation in three seasons of Ashland High
School extracurricular activities over the course of at least two
years during a student’s high school (grades 9-12) career.
Coaches and advisors must submit a list of student participants
at the end of each activity to the Athletic or Guidance Office.
Extracurricular activities from partner schools such as Ashland
or Pioneer Career Centers may also count.
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Pathways to college credit for Ashland High School students
The pathways on the following pages represent potential ways students may earn college credit at Ashland
High School. It is important to remember these are only examples and do not represent any sort of required
coursework. Each student's educational journey is unique to them and may be customized within the
parameters of their daily schedule and the requirements of each program.
Advanced Placement Program
Ashland High School's AP program gives students the opportunity to earn college credit by examinations in
Advanced Placement courses. Students become eligible for those courses by taking the prerequisite courses in
9th or 10th grade. AP exams are given in May each year and students earning a 3 or above are automatically
give college credit by Ohio's public colleges. Private colleges and institutions outside of Ohio also typically
grant credit. The policies may be viewed online here:
https://apstudent.collegeboard.org/creditandplacement/search-credit-policies
Articulated credit through the Ashland County West Holmes Career Center & Satellite Programs
Students attending the Ashland County West Holmes Career Center or one of its satellite programs have the
opportunity to earn articulated college credits. Articulated college credit is slightly different than the type of
credit students earn through the other programs listed in this section because it requires the student to actually
attend the college that the career center has partnered with for at least a semester in order for the credit to show
up on a college transcript. For example, a student attending the career center in a program that offers 6 hours of
articulated credit through North Central State would need to actually attend NCSC upon graduation in order for
the credits earned at the career center to show up on their transcript.
College Credit Plus
Ohio’s College Credit Plus program can help students earn college and high school credits at the same time by
taking college courses from multiple colleges and universities. The purpose of this program is to promote
rigorous academic pursuits and to provide a wide variety of options to college-ready students. Taking a
college course from a public college or university is free. CCP Courses may be taken on Ashland High
School's campus, at a college/university campus, or online through a college/university.
Any student who desires entry into the college credit plus program must demonstrate readiness for college
level coursework by meeting college readiness benchmarks, as determined by the Ohio Department of Higher
Education; as well as any other requirements set forth by the college/university to which the student applies.
Students interested in participating should contact their school counselor.
College-Now Program & Sci-Med Academy
The College-Now & Sci-Med Academy program is a partnership between local school districts and North
Central State College that allows students to earn associate degrees while completing their 11th and 12th grade
year of high school. Students may participate in College-Now in Bioscience or Engineering Technology.
Students attend North Central State’s Kehoe center campus full time and are taught by the faculty there.
College-Now Business students attend the Ashland West Holmes Career Center and take classes at Ashland
University and NC State. The Sci-Med Academy is intended for students who plan to pursue advanced degrees
in Biology, Chemistry, Health/Medical Studies, or Science Education and classes are full-time at NC State.
Students participating in College-Now & Sci-Med programs graduate with an Ashland High School diploma as
well as an Associate Degree in their chosen program and are able to remain active in afterschool sports, clubs,
and activities.
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International Baccalaureate
Students in this program receive a college preparatory education that is globally recognized for its excellence.
Students attend the academy on the campus of Wooster High School while participating in sports or other
extracurricular programs at their home school. Students graduate with both a diploma from their Ashland High
School and the opportunity to earn the International Baccalaureate Diploma.
In addition to receiving superior college preparation, students may receive college credit at the end of the
program by taking exams in individual subjects. Colleges and Universities typically grant credit for high scores
on these exams. Because the policy of accepting credit can vary from school to school, students are encouraged
to check with colleges they are interested in on their IB credit policy.
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Sample Pathways to College Credit
The pathways on the following pages represent potential ways students may earn college credit at Ashland
High School. It is important to remember these are only examples and do not represent any sort of required
coursework. Each student's educational journey is unique to them and may be customized within the
parameters of their daily schedule and the requirements of each program.

Potential 16 Credit Hour Pathway @ AHS in partnership
with North Central State College
Grade

Course

College Credit Hours

Location

CCP Partner

9th Grade

Microsoft Word - CISS 1210

2

Ashland High School

NC State

10th - 12th

Speech - COMM 1010

3

Ashland High School

NC State

10th Grade (Fall)

English Composition I - ENGL 1010

3

Ashland High School

NC State

12th Grade (Fall)

French 102 or Spanish 201

3

Ashland High School

Univ. of Akron

12th Grade

Microsoft Excel - CISS 1220

2

Ashland High School

NC State

12th Grade (Spring)

Western Civilization I - HIST 1050

3

Ashland High School

NC State

Potential 32 Credit Hour Pathway @AHS in partnership
with NC State & Univ. of Akron
Grade

Course

College Credit Hours

Location

CCP Partner

9th Grade

Microsoft PowerPoint - CISS 1250

2

Ashland High School

NC State

10th Grade (Fall)

English Composition I - ENGL 1010

3

Ashland High School

NC State

10th Grade (Spring)

Intro to Fiction - ENGL 2090

3

Ashland High School

NC State

10th-12th Grade

Speech - COMM 1010

3

Ashland High School

NC State

11th Grade

Entrepreneurship - BUSM 1010

3

Ashland High School

NC State

11th Grade

Intro to Sociology - SOCY 1010

3

North Central State

NC State

11th Grade

Intro to Psychology - PSYCH 1010

3

North Central State

NC State

11th Grade

Western Civilization I - HIST 1050

3

Ashland High School

NC State

12th Grade

French 102 & French 201

6

Ashland High School

Univ. of Akron

12th Grade

Spanish 201 & Spanish 202

6

Ashland High School

Univ. of Akron
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CCP @AHS 2022-2023
This list is subject to change and may depend on the level of interest from qualified students
Course Name

College Credit
Hours

Instructor

Semester
Offered

CCP Partner

FRE 102
Beginning French II

4

Diana Muranko

Fall

UA Wayne

FRE 201
Intermediate French I

3

Diana Muranko

Spring

UA Wayne

SPA 201
Intermediate Spanish I

3

Martha Bickley

Fall

UA Wayne

SPA 202
Intermediate Spanish II

3

Martha Bickley

Spring

UA Wayne

CISS 1210
Microsoft Word

2

Toni McKee

Fall

NC State

CISS 1220
Microsoft Excel

2

Toni McKee

Spring

NC State

BUSM 1010
Intro to Bus. & Entrepreneurship

3

Kim Rogers

Spring

NC State

FYEX 1000
College & Career Success

2

Juliet Thomas

Spring

NC State

HIST 1050
Western Civ I

3

Brian Krieger

Fall

NC State

HIST 1070
Western Civ II

3

Brian Krieger

Spring

NC State

COMM 1010
Speech

3

Rich Wasowski

Fall

NC State

ENGL 1010
Eng Composition I

3

Meaghan Hostetler/
Abbey Hoffman

Fall

NC State

ENGL 2090
Intro to Fiction (C- in ENGL 1010)

3

Meaghan Hostetler

Spring

NC State

ENGL 1030
Eng Comp. II (C- in ENGL 1010)

3

Abbey Hoffman

Spring

NC State

MATH 1110
College Algebra

3

Jenise Vaughn

Fall

NC State

STAT 1010
Probability & Statistics

3

Jenise Vaughn

Spring

NC State
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Advanced Placement Options at Ashland High School
Grade

Course

Score on the AP Exam

College Course*

College Credits*

11th or 12th

AP Biology

3

Biology 1101

3

11th or 12th

AP Chemistry

3

CHEM 1110

5

11th or 12th

AP Environmental Science

3

ENR 2011

3

12th

AP English Language

3

English 1110.01

3

12th

AP English Literature

3

English 1110.02

3

12th

AP United States Government & Politics

3

POLITSC 1100

3

11th or 12th

AP Calculus

3

Math 1151

3

*The credits listed above are a sample of what Ohio State University gives for students earning a score of 3 on the AP exam for each
course. Earning a score of 4 or 5 may result in more credits. Colleges and Universities have their own policies on credit. Those
policies can be researched by either calling the college or using this website:
https://apstudent.collegeboard.org/creditandplacement/search-credit-policies

CREDIT FLEXIBILITY
In Accordance with Senate Bill 311, Ashland High School has developed a policy that would allow students
to earn units of high school credit based on a demonstration of subject area competency, instead of or in
combination with completing hours of classroom instruction during the school year. Included in Ashland
High School’s Credit Flexibility policy is the availability of online courses. More information about Credit
Flexibility options and policies can be found in the Guidance Office.
SUMMER SCHOOL
Ashland High School may offer a summer school program based on student interest and staff availability.
Options for summer school will be published in late April.
SUMMER COURSES
If you wish that summer courses taken elsewhere be included on your student’s transcript, prior approval
from high school administration is necessary. If approval is given, a summer credit flexibility form will be
provided to the parent. This form must be completed and turned into the guidance office for credit to be
awarded. The letter grade and amount of credit a student receives from his/her summer course will be added
to his/her transcript, and will be factored into a student’s cumulative GPA and total credits. If a percentage
grade is given in lieu of a letter grade, the student will be given a letter grade based on Ashland High
School’s grading scale.
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GRADUATION AWARDS
Some awards are available to seniors at graduation. When GPA is a requirement, the student’s seven semester
GPA will be used. If a student wishes a final GPA be used in place of the 7 seven semester GPA, approval
must be obtained from the student’s counselor and administration. For the Valedictorian and Salutatorian
awards, the student’s final GPA will be used.
PRESIDENT’S AWARD FOR EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
The purpose of this award is to recognize and reward educational excellence. To be eligible for the President’s
Award, the student must meet the following criteria:
1. The student must have a GPA of 3.5 or more
and
2. The student must have scored in the 85th percentile in Math (26 ACT) or the student must have scored in
the 85th percentile in Reading (28 ACT.)
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Early Graduation Policy
Students are encouraged to take full advantage of the many academic offerings Ashland High School provides through completing four full years of high school education. However, in rare circumstances, it may
benefit a student to graduate from high school before the completion of four years. Therefore, the Ashland
City School Board of Education has enacted an early graduation policy that may permit a student to graduate at the end of his/her 6th or 7th semester. Below is a flow chart explaining this policy:

Student Petitions School Counselor
for early Graduation Status

School Counselor Reviews Student
Records to Ensure Request Validity

If Request is Valid, Parent(s) or Student Makes
Written Request to High School Principal and
completes Early Graduation Forms (Located in
the Guidance Office) by May 1st of Junior Year.

For a 7 Semester Graduate, the Principal will
Notify the Parent(s) of Decision via Letter

Request Denied

For a 6 Semester Graduate, the Principal will
make a recommendation to the Superintendent

The Superintendent will make a
recommendation to the Board of Education

The School Board will either Approve or Deny
the Request

The Superintendent will notify the Principal of
the School Board’s decision, who will notify the
Parent(s) via Letter
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Criterion

Ohio Diploma

Academic Honors Diploma

International Baccalaureate
Honors Diploma

Career Tech Honors Diploma

STEM Honors Diploma (New)

Arts Honors Diploma
(New)

Social Science & Civic Engagement
Diploma (New)

English
Math

4 units
4 units, must
include one
unit of algebra
II or
equivalent

4 units
4 units, Algebra I, Geometry,
Algebra II (or equivalent), and one
other higher level course or 4
course sequence that contains
equivalent or higher content

4 units
4 units, Algebra I, Geometry,
Algebra II (or equivalent), and one
other higher level course or 4
course sequence that contains
equivalent or higher content

4 units
4 units, Algebra I, Geometry,
Algebra II (or equivalent), and one
other higher level course or 4
course sequence that contains
equivalent or higher content

4 units
5 units, Algebra I, Geometry,
Algebra II (or equivalent), and one
other higher level course or 4
course sequence that contains
equivalent or higher content4

4 units
4 units, Algebra I, Geometry,
Algebra II (or equivalent), and one
other higher level course or 4
course sequence that contains
equivalent or higher content

4 units
4 units, Algebra I, Geometry,
Algebra II (or equivalent), and one
other higher level course or 4
course sequence that contains
equivalent or higher content

Science

3 units

4 units, including two units of
advanced science2

4 units, biology, chemistry, and at
least one additional advance
science2

4 units, including two units of
advanced science2

5 units, including two units of
advanced science2

3 units, including one unit of
advanced science2

3 units, including one unit of
advanced science2

Social
Studies
World
Languages

3 units

4 units

4 units

4 units

3 units

3 units

5 units

N/A

4 units minimum, with at least 2
units in each language studied

2 units of one world language
studied

Fine Arts
Electives

2 Semesters
5 units

3 units of one world language, or
no less than 2 units of two world
languages studied
1 unit
N/A

1 unit
N/A

N/A
4 units of Career-Technical
minimum3

3 units of one world language, or
no less than 2 units of two world
languages studied
1 unit
2 units with a focus in STEM
courses

3 units of one world language, or
no less than 2 units of two world
languages studied
4 units
2 units with a focus in fine arts
course work

3 units of one world language, or
no less than 2 units of two world
languages studied
1 unit
3 units with a focus in social
sciences and/or civics

GPA
ACT/SAT/
WorkKeys1
Field
Experience

N/A
N/A

3.5 on a 4.0 scale
27 ACT/1280 SAT8

3.5 on a 4.0 scale
27 ACT/1280 SAT8

3.5 on a 4.0 scale
27 ACT/1280 SAT8

3.5 on a 4.0 scale
27 ACT/1280 SAT8

3.5 on a 4.0 scale
27 ACT/1280 SAT8

N/A

N/A

Portfolio

N/A

N/A

Additional
Assessments

N/A

N/A

Complete a field experience and
document the experience in a
portfolio specific to the student’s
area of focus5
Develop a comprehensive portfolio
of work based on the student’s field
experience or a topic related to the
student’s area of focus that is
reviewed and validated by external
experts6
N/A

3.5 on 4.0 scale
27 ACT/1280 SAT8/WorkKeys (6
Reading & 6 Math)7
Complete a field experience and
document the experience in a
portfolio specific to the student’s
area of focus5
Develop a comprehensive portfolio
of work based on the student’s field
experience or a topic related to the
student’s area of focus that is
reviewed and validated by external
experts6
Earn an industry-recognized
credential or achieve proficiency
benchmark for appropriate Ohio
Career-Technical Competency
Assessment or equivalent

Complete a field experience and
document the experience in a
portfolio specific to the student’s
area of focus5
Develop a comprehensive portfolio
of work based on the student’s field
experience or a topic that is related
to the student’s area of focus that
is reviewed and validated by
external experts6
N/A

Complete a field experience and
document the experience in a
portfolio specific to the student’s
area of focus5
Develop a comprehensive portfolio
of work based on the student’s field
experience or a topic that is related
to the student’s area of focus that
is reviewed and validated by
external experts6
N/A

Complete a field experience and
document the experience in a
portfolio specific to the student’s
area of focus5
Develop a comprehensive portfolio
of work based on the student’s field
experience or a topic that is related
to the student’s area of focus that
is reviewed and validated by
external experts6
N/A
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NOTES:
For the Academic, International Baccalaureate, and Career Tech Honors Diplomas, students who entered the ninth grade between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2017 may choose to pursue the diploma by meeting
the requirements of these criteria or the previous criteria. Students entering the ninth grade on or after July 1, 2017 must meet these criteria.
Completion of any advanced standing program, which includes Advanced Placement, International Baccalaureate, College Credit Plus, and may include Credit Flexibility, can be counted toward the unit
requirements of an Honors Diploma.
Students must meet all or all but one of the criteria to qualify for an Honors Diploma, and any one of the criteria may be the one that is not met.
Diploma with Honors requirements pre-suppose the completion of all high school diploma requirements in the Ohio Revised Code including:
½ unit physical education (unless exempted)
½ unit health
½ unit in American history
½ unit in government
1

Writing sections of either standardized test should not be included in the calculation of this score. The Locating Information test is not included in the calculation of the WorkKeys score.

Advanced science refers to courses that are inquiry-based with laboratory experiences and align with the 11/12th grade standards (or above) or with an AP science course, or with an entry-level college course
(clearly preparing students for a college freshman-level science class, such as anatomy, botany, or astronomy).

2

3

Program must lead to an industry recognized credential, apprenticeship, or be part of an articulated career pathway which can lead to post-secondary credit.

4

The fifth mathematics and science credit for the STEM honors diploma may be fulfilled with a single course.

5

Field Experience refers to experiential learning in either an internship or apprenticeship. Students will document their experiences by describing their understanding in a portfolio.

The student portfolio is a collection of experiential learning and competencies based on the student’s field experiences. Students will engage with professionals or scholars in the field while developing their
own portfolio or ePortfolio of original work that documents their technical, critical and creative skills representative of their honors focus; students’ work must be reviewed and evaluated by scholars or
professionals within the field/area of study in which the students’ work is focused, and the scholars or professionals must be external to the district staff; students will give a presentation to showcase the
work and provide an analysis of it to the school and local community. If the student does not complete a field experience, the portfolio can be based on a collection of work related to the student’s honors
diploma area of focus.
6

Students must score a minimum of a 6 on the Math WorkKeys Assessment and a minimum of 6 on the Reading WorkKeys Assessment in order to meet the WorkKeys score requirement. The WorkKeys
option applies only to the Career Tech Honors Diploma.
7

These scores are based on the 2016 ACT and SAT assessments. ODE will publish a concordance document outlining equivalent scores for past and future tests that differ from the 2016 versions.

8

9/30/16
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Potential College Athlete Flowchart
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NCAA Academic Eligibility Requirements for Divison I or Division II
Potential College Athletes
NCAA Core Credit Requirements
English
Math
(Algebra I & higher)
Science (Natural or Physical)
Social Science
Additional Credit of English/Math/Science
Additional Credits of Core Courses
Total

DI
4
3
2
2
1
4
16

DII
3
2
2
2
3
4
16

*Note that potential athletes should also
check their core course GPA/ACT score against
the NCAA's sliding scale to be certain of
eligibility. More information is available at
www.eligibilitycenter.org

Ashland High School core area courses approved by the NCAA
Please use the list below to check the courses you have taken, or plan to take, against the NCAA Division I or Division II eligibility
worksheet. Remember that courses taken through Ashland's credit flexibility policy do not count towards any NCAA credits.
Credit

1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
0.5
1

English

Honors English 9
English 9
Honors English 10
English 10
British Literature
American Literature
American Literature II (NCSC)*
Intermediate Compostion
Advanced Composition
AP English
Journalism I/ Digital Media
Mythology
Persuasive Communication
Speech
Speech (NCSC)*
English Composition I*
English Composition I (NCSC)*
English Composition II (NCSC)*
Introduction to Fiction *
Introduction to Fiction (NCSC)*
Total Credit

*Pending NCAA Approval

Credit Math

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

Credit Science
0.5 Physical Science I

0.5

Physical Science II

1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5

Advanced Biology
Biology
Advanced Chemistry
Chemistry
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
Advanced Organic Chemistry
Anatomy & Physiology
Astronomy *
Environmental Science
Physical Geology
Microbiology
Genetics
Physics
A.P. Biology
A.P. Chemistry
A.P. Environmental Science
Total Credit

Overall

0.5

Total English

0.5
0.5
1
2
2
1

Total Math
Total Science
Total Social Science
Additional Credits of English/Math/Science
Additonal Credits of Core Classes

Algebra I
Honors Geometry
Geometry
Honors Algebra II
Algebra II
Honors Trig/Calculus
Pre-Calculus
Functions/Stats/Trig
CCP College Algebra (pending)
CCP Probability & Stats (pending)
AP Calculus
AP Statistics

Credit

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Credit
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1

Additional Core Courses

French I
French II
French III
French IV
French V
Latin I
Latin II
Latin III
Latin IV
Spanish I
Spanish II
Spanish III
Spanish IV
Spanish V
Total Credit
Social Science
Honors World History
World History
Honors U.S. History
U.S. History
A.P. U.S. History
Government
A.P. Government
Economics
Economic Theory
Psychology
Sociology
Holocaust
Western Civ.
Western Civ. (NCSC)
Western Civ. II *
Western Civ. II (NCSC) *
Total Credit

New Academic Rules for Students Entering College After August 1st 2016
To be a DI qualifier, students must earn 10 of the 16 credits before the 7th semester of high school
To be a DI qualifier, students must earn 7 of the 10 credits in English, math, or science
Students must also meet GPA and ACT/SAT requirments. See www.eligibilitycenter.org for more information
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VALEDICTORIAN AND SALUTATORIAN POLICY
The class valedictorian is the student (or students) ranked number one in the graduating class at the end of the eighth
semester and who has/have met the criteria listed below. The class salutatorian is the student (or students) with the
second highest GPA and who has/have met the criteria listed below. The rank is determined by the final grade point
average (GPA). The following rules are applied to ensure fairness in the determination:
1.

The student must have attended Ashland High School for a minimum of two semesters.

2.

The student must have attended high school for a minimum of six semesters.

3.

The courses included in the calculation of the GPA are used to determine class rank.

4.

Only final course grades are used. Nine-week and semester grades do not count. Plusses and minuses do not
affect GPA.

5.

Honors, advanced, or advanced placement courses are not granted additional weight.

6.

Students who transfer from systems with weighted grades will not have an unfair advantage over other students –
the GPA will be calculated without weights.

7.

Students must also qualify for an Honors Diploma as determined by the State of Ohio.

8.

While at Ashland High School students must complete the following rigorous college prep coursework
requirements without substitution.*
English – one credit from the following courses: British Literature, Advanced Composition, A.P. English OR at least 4
credits in Phase 4 and/or Phase 5 courses including College Credit Plus courses at Ashland High School.
Math – Pre-Calculus or higher
Science – one credit from the following courses: Anatomy and Physiology, Genetics, Microbiology, AP Environmental
Science, Physics, A.P. Biology, and A.P. Chemistry, and Organic Chemistry.
Social Studies – one credit from the following courses: AP Government, AP US History, Psychology, Sociology, Western
Civilization I, Western Civilization II, and Economic Theory
World Languages – three years of the same language

9.

All students with the highest GPA (including ties) having met other qualifications are considered class
valedictorians, and the student(s) with the second highest GPA having met other qualifications will be
salutatorian(s).

10.

All students satisfying the above rules are eligible. All credits earned that meet Board and State guidelines are
qualified (Career Center students, special education students, tutored and home-instructed students, educational
options).

*Pre-approved CCP courses are not considered substitutions.
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ASHLAND CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Advisors:

Amanda Hockman and Miranda Brogle

Purpose:

This organization’s purpose is to promote, honor, and recognize the qualities of scholarship, leadership,
service, and character.

Affiliation: This organization is affiliated with the National Honor Society through the National Association
of Secondary School Principals.
NHS SELECTION PROCEDURE
1.

The principal, with input from the NHS advisors, appoints the Faculty Council.

2.

The Faculty Council, along with the NHS advisors as chairs, determines those eligible students – those
juniors and seniors with a cumulative 3.5 GPA at the beginning of the current school year.

3.

Academically eligible students receive a letter outlining the selection process and inviting them to meet with
the NHS advisors about the process.

4.

Academically eligible students meet with the NHS advisors. At this meeting they receive their activity
information forms, the rubric for the essay, and the rubric for teacher evaluations.

5.

All staff members of Ashland High School receive an evaluation form. Those members who have had a
student in a class or activity and/or have had extended contact with the candidate are invited to evaluate that
student in the areas of character and leadership.

6.

The NHS advisors tabulate and average the results of the teacher evaluations for each candidate. NHS
members should earn a 3.0 average in character and leadership ratings.

7.

The NHS advisors read and evaluate the candidates’ responses describing their service and/or leadership
experience. Student responses should earn a 3.0 on a 4.0 rubric.

8.

The NHS advisors check the service hours of all candidates. Candidates should demonstrate a total of 40
hours of service to AHS and the community.

9.

The NHS advisors present information about the candidates to the Faculty Council during a selection
meeting.

10.

The Faculty Council votes on the candidates.

11.

Candidates who accept an offer of admission into NHS are expected to complete at least 20 hours in various
service activities sponsored by NHS advisors and officers. Failure to complete the required services could
lead to disciplinary measures, including dismissal from NHS.

Officers: Officers include: President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer, and are elected each spring
Meetings: Members meet every other week at the high school, usually in the morning.
Activities: Each year, members are required to complete 20 hours of service in NHS-arranged
activities/opportunities.
Scholarships: N.H.S. members are eligible for national and local scholarships through their membership in NHS.
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COMMON DEFINITION OF THE ARTS
The members of the Council of Admissions Officers of the State Assisted Universities and Community
Colleges in Ohio have agreed on a common definition for the arts requirement. Although some institutions
will accept courses other than those listed below, they wish to stress that it generally would not be sound
advice to tell students to take only those other courses. All of the state-assisted universities which have an arts
requirement urge us to use the common definitions when counseling our students about their choices for arts
courses. In this way students can be assured that no matter which institution of higher learning they might
choose, their arts requirements will be met.
Appropriate fine arts experiences for high school students preparing for college should include essential
content in the following:
(a) creating or performing works of art
(b) understanding the history of the arts, and/or
(c) responding to the aesthetic features of works of art.
All of the institutions with an arts requirement will accept the following courses:
Visual arts including: drawing and painting, printmaking, sculpture and other three-dimensional media,
photography, cinema, history and appreciation.
Music including: vocal, instrumental, theory, composition, history and appreciation.
Theater and Drama including: performance, production, history, and appreciation.
Dance including: performance, history, and appreciation.
Multi-Disciplinary Arts including courses with two or more arts areas, aesthetic education, humanities, and arts
appreciation.
Agriculture Sciences are accepted by O.S.U. as a visual and performing arts requirement.
ASHLAND HIGH SCHOOL COURSES THAT MEET FINE ARTS REQUIREMENTS
Yearbook Journalism I, II, III
Dramatics
Newspaper Journalism I, II, III

These are in addition to any of the regular Music or Art courses.
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GRADE POINT AVERAGE (GPA)

Class rank is determined at the end of each semester using cumulative G.P.A. Only final course grades are
used to obtain the yearly and cumulative G.P.A. Courses included in the G.P.A. are those that meet daily.
Courses not included are: audits, some college courses, student aide experience and withdrawn passing
classes. The Grade Point Average (GPA) is determined by dividing the sum of grade points earned by the sum
of credits carried. (Note courses mentioned above that are not included in GPA.) Grade points are obtained by
converting the letter grades into numbers and multiplying by the credit. The G.P.A. is then averaged adding all
grade points and dividing this sum by credits. Numerical equivalents of letter grades are: A = 4 points, B = 3
points, C = 2 points, D = 1 point, F = 0 points. G.P.A. Example: A student earns the following grades:
Course

Grade

Social Studies
Science
Math
English
English
Keyboarding

Credit

B
A
B
C
B
D

1.00
1.00
1.00
.50
.50
.50

The G.P.A. would be calculated as follows:
Course
Social Studies
Science
Math
English
English
Keyboarding
Sum =

Credit
1.00
1.00
1.00
.50
.50
.50
____
4.50

Grade
B
A
B
C
B
D

Point

Total Points

3
4
3
2
3
1
Sum =

3x1 = 3
4xl = 4
3x1 = 3
2 x .5 = 1
3 x .5 = 1.5
1 x .5 = .5
_____
13.00

G.P.A. = 13 divided by 4.5 = 2.89
Class rank is used to reflect the students’ academic comparison in their class. A student ranked 54 would have
53 students with a higher G.P.A. To achieve this result G.P.A.s are put in numerical order from the highest to
the lowest. Students tied with the same G.P.A. have the same class rank. The next student after the tied
students would not be the next numerical rank, but would be adjusted lower. (Example: 2 students are tied for
8th, the next student is ranked 10th.) This is because the class rank is ranking students and not G.P.A.s.
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Career Technical Education
PROGRAM INFORMATION
PLAN NOW FOR YOUR LIFE AFTER HIGH SCHOOL
Career Technical Education involves technical, academic and employability skills needed to prepare you to make informed career
choices and to successfully enter, compete and advance in a changing workforce. Career Technical Education programs will
provide all students with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes essential to meet a lifetime of career challenges in a competitive
global society by recognizing and drawing upon the strengths and interests of each student. Programs offered respond to the needs
of a fast changing global workforce and economy. The Career Technical Education programs provide career related experiences,
advanced college placement and/or credits, and licensure/certification opportunities. Career Technical Education is the place
where your career begins. The programs stress the importance and need of strong academic knowledge and skills along with the
high school to postsecondary transitions. Career Technical Education brings education to life using problem-based and inquiry
based curriculum. The classes provide a seamless pathway for students to easily advance to postsecondary education or the
workforce.

Career Technical Opportunities at Ashland High School
The ability to offer each course is dependent upon sufficient student request

Family and Consumer Science
Career and College Readiness

Personal Financial Management

Child Development

Principles of Food

Culinary Fundamentals

Transitions and Careers

Environmental Systems Courses
Plant and Horticulture Science

Landscape Systems Management

Greenhouse and Nursery Management

Landscape Design

Floral Design and Marketing

Landscape Construction

Career Based Intervention
Career Based Intervention Program 9th Grade
th

11 Grade Work Study:
Jobs Based at Ashland High School

Career Based Intervention Program 12th Grade
12th Grade Work Study: Jobs Offsite

STEM
STEM I: Introduction to Engineering Design

STEM III: Robotics

STEM II: Intermediate Engineering Design

STEM IV: Drones
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Career Clusters
A career cluster is a group of jobs and industries that are related by skills or products. Within each cluster,
there are “pathways” that correspond to a collection of courses and training opportunities to prepare you for a
given career.
Ashland High School has put together descriptions of these pathways along with potential plans on the
following pages.
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1. Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources - Work with plants, animals, forests, or mineral resources for
agriculture, horticulture, conservation, extraction, and other purposes. In this cluster you can work in farming,
landscaping, forestry, fishing, mining and related fields. You may like doing physical work outdoors, such as
on a farm or ranch, in a forest, or on a drilling rig. If you have scientific curiosity, you could study plants and
animal or analyze biological or rock samples in a labe. If you have management ability you could own,
operate, or manage a fish hatchery, a landscaping business, or a greenhouse.
2. Architecture and Construction - Work designing, assembling, and maintaining components of buildings
and other structures. You may want to be part of the team of architects, drafters, and others who design
buildings and render plans. If construction interests you, you might find fulfillment in the building projects
that are being undertaken at all times. If you like to organize and plan, you can find careers in managing these
projects. Or you can play a more direct role in putting up and finishing buildings by doing jobs such as
plumbing, carpentry, masonry, painting or roofing, either as a skilled craftsworker or as a helper. You can
prepare the building site by operating heavy equipment or installing, maintaining, and repairing vital building
equipment and systems such as electricity and heating.

3. Arts, Audio/Video Technology, and Communications - Work in creatively expressing feelings or ideas, in
communicating news or information, or in performing. This cluster involves creative, verbal, or performing
activities. For example, if you enjoy literature perhaps writing or editing would appeal to you. Journalism and
public relations are other fields for people who like to use their writing or speaking skills. Do you prefer to
work in the performing arts? If so, you could direct or perform in drama, music, or dance. If you especially
enjoy the visual arts you could create paintings, sculpture, or ceramics or design products or visual displays. A
flair for technology might lead you to specialize in photography, broadcast production, or dispatching.

4. Business, Management, and Administration - Work that makes a business organization or function run
smoothly. In this cluster, you can work in a position of leadership or specialize in a function that contributes to
the overall effort in a business, a nonprofit organization, or a government agency. If you especially enjoy
working with people, you may find fulfillment from working in human resources, billing, or financial record
keeping. A job as an administrative assistant may interest you if you like a variety of tasks in a busy
environment. If you are good with details and word processing, you may enjoy a job as an administrative
assistant or data entry clerk. Or perhaps you would do well as the manager of a business.

5. Education and Training - Work that helps people learn. In this cluster, your students may be preschoolers,
retirees, or any age in between. You may specialize in an academic field or work with learners of a particular
age, with a particular interest, or with a particular learning problem. Working in a library or museum may give
you an opportunity to expand people’s understanding of the world.
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6. Finance - Work that helps businesses and people be assured of a financially secure future.
This cluster involves work in a financial or insurance business in a leadership or support role. If you like
gathering and analyzing information, you may find fulfillment as an insurance adjuster or financial analyst. Or
you may deal with information at the clerical level as a banking or insurance clerk or in person to person
situations providing customer service. Another way to interact with people is to sell financial or insurance
services that will meet their needs.

7. Government and Public Administration - Work that helps a government agency serve the needs of the
public. In this cluster you can work in a position of leadership or specialize in a function that contributes to the
role of government. You may help protect the public by working as an inspector or examiner to enforce
standards. If you enjoy using clerical skills, you could work as a clerk in a law court or government office. Or
perhaps you prefer the top down perspective of a government executive or urban planner.

8. Health Science - Work that helps people and animals be healthy. This cluster involves working on a health
care team as a professional, therapist, or nurse. You might specialize in one part of the body (such as the teeth
or eyes) or in one type of care. Or you may want to be a generalist who deals with the whole patient. If you
like technology, you might find satisfaction working with x-rays or new diagnostic methods. you might work
with relatively healthy people, helping them to eat better. If you enjoy working with animals, you might care
for them and keep them healthy.

9. Hospitality and Tourism: Work that caters to the personal wishes and needs of others so that they can
enjoy a clean environment, good food and drink, comfortable lodging away from home, and recreation. You
can work in this cluster by providing services for the convenience, care, and pampering of others in hotels,
restaurants, airplanes, beauty salons and so on. You may want to use your love of cooking as a chef. If you
like working with people, you may want to provide personal service by being a travel guide, a flight attendant,
a concierge, a hairstylist, or a waiter. You may want to work in cleaning and building services if you like a
clean environment. If you enjoy sports or games you could work for an athletic team or casino.

10. Human Services: Work that improves people’s social, mental, emotional, or spiritual well-being. Workers
in this cluster include counselors, social workers, or religious workers who help people sort out the
complicated lives or solve personal problems. You may work as a caretaker for very young people or the
elderly. Or you may interview people to help identify the social services they need.
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11. Information Technology: Work that designs, develops, manages, and supports information systems. This
cluster involves working with hardware, software, multimedia, or integrated systems. If you like to use your
organizational skills, you might work as a systems, database, or web administrator. Or you can solve complex
problems as a software engineer or systems analyst. If you enjoy getting your hands on hardware, you might
find work servicing computers, peripherals and information -intense machines such as cash registers and
ATMs.

12. Law, Public Safety, Corrections, and Security: Work that upholds people’s rights or protects people and
property by using authority, inspecting, or investigating. you can work in law, law enforcement, firefighting,
the military, and related fields. For example, if you enjoy mental challenge and intrigue, you could investigate
crimes or fires. If you enjoy working with verbal skills and research skills, you may want to defend citizens in
court or research deeds, wills, and other legal documents. If you want to help people in critical situations, you
may want to fight fires, work as a police officer, or become a paramedic. Or, if you want more routine work in
public safety, perhaps a job in guarding, patrolling, or inspecting would appeal to you. If you have
management ability, you could seek a leadership position in law enforcement and the protective services.
Work in the military gives you a chance to use technical and leadership skills while serving your country.
13. Manufacturing - Work that processes materials into intermediate or final products or that maintains and
repairs products by using machines or hand tools. In this cluster, you can work in one of many industries that
mass-produce good or work for a utility that distributes electrical power or other resources. You might enjoy
manual work, using your hands or hand tools in highly skilled jobs such as assembling engines or electronic
equipment. If you enjoy making machines run efficiently or fixing them when they break down, you could
seek a job installing or repairing such devices as copiers, aircraft engines, cars or watches. Perhaps you prefer
to set up or operate machines that are used to manufacture products made of food, glass, or paper. You could
enjoy cutting and grinding metal and plastic parts to desired shapes and measurements. Or you may want to
operate equipment in systems that provide water and process wastewater. You may like inspecting, sorting,
counting, or weighing products. Another option is to work with your hands and machinery to move boxes and
freight in a warehouse. If leadership appeals to you, you could manage people engaged in production and
repair.
14. Marketing, Sales, and Service: Work that anticipates the needs of people and organizations and
communicates the benefits of products and services. The jobs in this cluster involve understanding customer
demand and using persuasion and selling. If you like using knowledge of science, you may enjoy selling
pharmaceutical, medical, or electronic products or services. Real estate offers several kinds of sales jobs as
well. If you like speaking on the phone, you could work as a telemarketer. Or you may enjoy selling apparel
and other merchandise in a retail setting. If you prefer to help people, you may want a job in customer service.
15. Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics - Work that discovers, collects, and analyzes
information about the natural world; applies scientific research findings to problems in medicine, the life
sciences, human behavior, and the natural sciences; imagines and manipulates quantitative data; and applies
technology to manufacturing, transportation, and other economic activities. In this cluster you can work with
the knowledge and processes of the sciences. You may enjoy researching and developing knowledge in
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mathematics, or perhaps solving problems in the physical , life, or social sciences would appeal to you. You
may want to study engineering and help create new machines, processes and structures. If you want to work
with scientific equipment and procedures, you could seek a job in research or testing laboratory.

16. Transportation, Distribution, and Logistics: Work in operations that move people or materials. In this
cluster, you can manage a transportation service, help keep vehicles on their assigned schedules and routes, or
drives or pilot a vehicle. If you enjoy taking responsibility, perhaps managing a rail line would appeal to you.
If you work well with details and can take pressure on the job, you might consider being an air traffic
controller. Or would you rather get out on the highway, on the water, or up in the air. If so, you could drive a
truck from state to state, be employed on a ship, or fly a crop duster over a cornfield. If you prefer to stay
closer to home, you could drive a delivery van, taxi, or school bus. You can use your physical strength to load
freight and arrange it so that it gets to its destination in one piece.

For a list of potential jobs in each career cluster, visit the following websites:
www.ohiomeansjobs.com (See Description Below)
https://www.onetonline.org - Occupational Information Network
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Agriculture, Food, & Natural Resources
Courses are offered at various academic levels. Counselors and teachers will assist students in choosing the appropriate level at the time of scheduling.

Recommended Schedule
Grade

Core

Pathway Electives

Additional requirements may be necessary for certain graduation
awards such as Valedictorian or Ohio Diploma with Honors. See
your counselor for more information.

9

English 9
Math
Science
American History

Health & P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

10

English 10
Math
Science
World History

P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

11

English
Math
Science
Government/Economics

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Art Electives**

Elective

12

English
Math

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

Elective

College Credit
Available in French &
Spanish V

Elective

Elective

Refer to course descriptions for further information
about these electives or consecutive courses in the
cluster
High School Credit Classes

Opportunities for College Credit
at AHS and Satellite locations

Plant & Horticulture Science
Resources
2D/3D/Graphic Design Found.
STEM I

Microsoft Word

Greenhouse Management
Principles of Food
STEM II

Microsoft PowerPoint
English Composition I
Introduction to Fiction

Floral Design & Marketing
Landscape Systems
Pers. Fin Management
Genetics
Microbiology
STEM III

Animal/Veterinary Science
(ACWHCC)
Microsoft Excel
AP Environmental Science
AP Biology
English Composition I
Introduction to Fiction

Culinary Fundamentals
Landscape Design
Landscape Construction
Park & Recreational Mgmt.
Global Foods
STEM IV & V

Speech
AP Chemistry
Intermediate French (V)
Intermediate Spanish (V)
English Composition II

Industry Credential Opportunities
Animal & Veterinary Science Program at ACWHCC
See http://goo.gl/D0o56R for specific list of certifications

*Students may use PE Waiver instead of taking PE class
**Fine Arts credit or two semesters of fine/performing arts in middle school are required for graduation. Students following a career technical pathway are exempted from this requirement
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Arts, Audio Visual Technology, and Communications
Courses are offered at various academic levels. Counselors and teachers will assist students in choosing the appropriate level at the time of scheduling.

Recommended Schedule
Grade

9

Core

English 9
Math
Science
American History

Pathway Electives

Additional requirements may be necessary for certain graduation
awards such as Valedictorian or Ohio Diploma with Honors. See your
counselor for more information.

Health & P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

Refer to course descriptions for further information
about these electives or consecutive courses in the
cluster
High School Credit Classes

Opportunities for College
Credit at AHS and Satellite
locations

2D/3D/Graphic Design Found.
Dramatics
Journalism I & II
Foundations in Media Arts
Information Technology

Microsoft Word

Available Every Year
Band
Jazz Band
Orchestra
Choir

10

English 10
Math
Science
World History

P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

11

English
Math
Science
Government/Economics

World Language
(recommended for college
prep)

Art Electives**

Elective

12

English
Math

World Language
(recommended for college
prep)

Elective

Elective

College Credit Available in
French & Spanish V

Industry Credential Opportunities
Graphic Design at ACWHCC
Information on specific industry credentials:http://goo.gl/D0o56R

Elective

Elective

2D/3D/Graphic Design Expl.
Advanced Art Electives
Explorations in Media Arts
Panorama (Newspaper)
Guide (Yearbook)

Intranet/Internet Design
Microsoft PowerPoint

Persuasive Communication
Media Arts Internship
Panorama (Newspaper)
Guide (Yearbook)
Music Theory
Advanced Art Electives
GenYes Program

Graphic Design (ACWHCC)
Microsoft Excel
English Composition I
Introduction to Fiction

Advanced Studio Art
Advanced Composition
Culinary Fundamentals
Power Reading
British Literature
Panorama & Guide

Speech
AP English
Intermediate French (V)
Intermediate Spanish (V)
AP Government & Politics
English Composition II

*Students may use PE Waiver instead of taking PE class
**Fine Arts credit or two semesters of fine/performing arts in middle school are required for
graduation. Students following a career technical pathway are exempted from this
requirement
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Business & Management/Administration, Marketing, Finance, Information Technology, Hospitality & Tourism
Courses are offered at various academic levels. Counselors and teachers will assist students in choosing the appropriate level at the time of scheduling.

Recommended Schedule
Grade

Core

Pathway Electives

Additional requirements may be necessary for certain graduation
awards such as Valedictorian or Ohio Diploma with Honors. See your
counselor for more information.

9

English 9
Math
Science
American History

Health & P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

10

English 10
Math
Science
World History

P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

11

English
Math
Science
Government/Economics

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Art Electives**

Elective

12

English
Math

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

Elective

College Credit
Available in French &
Spanish V

Elective

Elective

Refer to course descriptions for further information
about these electives or consecutive courses in the
cluster
High School Credit Classes

Opportunities for College
Credit at AHS and Satellite
locations

Transitions & Careers
CBI Program
2D/3D/Graphic Foundations
STEM I
Foundations in Media Arts

Microsoft Word

Accounting I
2D/3D/Graphic Explorations
STEM II
Intro to Computer Prog.
Exploration in Media Arts

Microsoft Excel

Accounting II
Marketing
Economic Theory
Painting
Ceramics
STEM III
Per. Fin. Management

Microsoft PowerPoint
Entrepreneurship
Cybersecurity (ACWHCC)
Culinary Careers (ACWHCC)
CollegeNow Business Prog.
English Composition I
Introduction to Fiction

Accounting III
Learning Through Internships
Psychology
Sociology
CBI Program
STEM IV & V

Speech
STAT 1010
MATH 1110
AP Calculus
AP US Government & Politics
Intermediate French (V)
Intermediate Spanish (V)
English Composition II

Industry Credential Opportunities
Cybersecurity & Networking, and Culinary Careers/Management Programs at ACWHCC
See http://goo.gl/D0o56R for specific list of certifications
*Students may use PE Waiver instead of taking PE class
**Fine Arts credit or two semesters of fine/performing arts in middle school are required for graduation. Students following a career technical pathway are exempted from this requirement
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Engineering & Science, Manufacturing, Architecture & Construction, Transportation/Distribution & Logistics
Courses are offered at various academic levels. Counselors and teachers will assist students in choosing the appropriate level at the time of scheduling.

Recommended Schedule
Grade

Core

Pathway Electives

Additional requirements may be necessary for certain
graduation awards such as Valedictorian or Ohio Diploma
with Honors. See your counselor for more information.

Refer to course descriptions for further information about these
electives or consecutive courses in the cluster
High School Credit Classes

Opportunities for College Credit at
AHS and Satellite locations

2D/3D/Graphic Design Found.
STEM I

Microsoft Word

CBI Program (ACWHCC)
2D/3D Graphic Explorations
Drawing
Sculpture
STEM II

Microsoft PowerPoint

9

English 9
Math
Science
American History

Health & P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

10

English 10
Math
Science
World History

P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

11

English
Math
Science
Government/Economics

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Art Electives**

Elective

12

English
Math

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

College Credit
Available in French
& Spanish V

Elective

STEM III
Manufacturing Technology
(ACWHCC)

Elective

Elective
Physics
STEM IV
STEM V

Auto Body (ACWHCC)
Construction Technology (ACWHCC)
Automotive Technology (ACWHCC)
Robotics & Advanced Manufacturing
(ACWHCC)
Welding Technology (ACWHCC)
CollegeNOW Engineering (NCSC)
English Composition I
Introduction to Fiction
Speech
AP Calculus
STAT 1010
MATH 1110
AP US Government & Politics
AP Chemistry
Intermediate French (V)
Intermediate Spanish (V)

Industry Credential Opportunities
Auto Body Technology, Construction Technology, Automotive Technology, and Robotics & Advanced Manufacturing, and Welding Technology at ACWHCC
See http://goo.gl/D0o56R for specific list of certifications
*Students may use PE Waiver instead of taking PE class
**Fine Arts credit or two semesters of fine/performing arts in middle school are required for graduation. Students following a career technical pathway are exempted from this requirement
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Health Sciences
Courses are offered at various academic levels. Counselors and teachers will assist students in choosing the appropriate level at the time of scheduling.

Recommended Schedule
Grade

Core

Pathway Electives

Additional requirements may be necessary for certain graduation
awards such as Valedictorian or Ohio Diploma with Honors. See
your counselor for more information.

Refer to course descriptions for further information
about these electives or consecutive courses in the
cluster
High School Credit
Classes

9

English 9
Math
Science
American History

Health & P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

10

English 10
Math
Science
World History

P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

11

English
Math
Science
Government/Economics

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Art Electives*

Elective

12

English
Math

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

Elective

College Credit
Available in French &
Spanish V

Opportunities for College Credit at
AHS and Satellite locations

2D Foundations
3D Foundations
Graphic Design Found.

Elective

Elective

Advanced Art electives
Medical Terminology
Exercise & Athletic Training

Anatomy & Physiology
Genetics
Microbiology
Pers Fin Management
Nutrition & Wellness
Athletic Injuries &
Prevention

Health Technology (ACWHCC)
Animal/Veterinary Science (ACWHCC)
CollegeNOW Bioscience (ACWHCC)
AP Biology
Western Civilization I & II
English Composition I
Introduction to Fiction

Advanced Composition
Power Reading
Inorganic Chemistry
Organic Chemistry

AP Chemistry
AP Calculus
STAT 1010
MATH 1110
AP Government & Politics
AP English
Speech
Intermediate French (V)
Intermediate Spanish (V)

Industry Credential Opportunities
Health Technology and Sports Science at Ashland County West Holmes Career Center
See http://goo.gl/D0o56R for specific list of certifications
*Students may use PE Waiver instead of taking PE class
**Fine Arts credit or two semesters of fine/performing arts in middle school are required for graduation. Students following a career technical pathway are exempted from this requirement
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Human Services, Education & Training, Law & Public Safety, Government & Public Administration
Courses are offered at various academic levels. Counselors and teachers will assist students in choosing the appropriate level at the time of scheduling.

Recommended Schedule
Grade

Core

Pathway Electives

Additional requirements may be necessary for certain graduation
awards such as Valedictorian or Ohio Diploma with Honors. See your
counselor for more information.

9

English 9
Math
Science
American History

Health & P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

10

English 10
Math
Science
World History

P.E.*

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

11

English
Math
Science
Government/Economics

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Art Electives**

Elective

12

English
Math

World Language
(recommended for
college prep)

Elective

Elective

College Credit
Available in French &
Spanish V

Elective

Elective

Refer to course descriptions for further information
about these electives or consecutive courses in the
cluster
High School Credit Classes

Opportunities for College
Credit at AHS and Satellite
locations

Transitions and Careers

Microsoft Word

Principles of Food
Child Development

Microsoft Powerpoint

Mythology
Power Reading
Culinary Fundamentals
Holocaust
Pers. Fin Management
College & Career Readiness

Early Childhood Ed. (ACWHCC)
Criminal Justice (ACWHCC)
Cosmetology (ACWHCC)
Microsoft Excel
Western Civilization
English Composition I
Intro to Fiction

Persuasive Comm.
Psychology
Sociology
Advanced Composition

Speech
STAT 1010 & MATH 1110
AP Calculus
AP Government & Politics
AP US History
AP English
AP Environmental Science
Intermediate French (V)
Intermediate Spanish (V)

Industry Credential Opportunities
See http://goo.gl/D0o56R for specific list of certifications
Early Childhood Education, Criminal Justice, and Cosmetology Programs at ACWHCC
*Students may use PE Waiver instead of taking PE class
**Fine Arts credit or two semesters of fine/performing arts in middle school are required for graduation. Students following a career technical pathway are exempted from this requirement
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Ashland High School Course Listings
Courses listed in the next section of our program of studies will be offered pending student
interest and staff availability each year. In some cases, courses are rotated every other year to
give students a wider variety of things to choose from during their high school careers. Each
year, student scheduling registration forms reflect the currently planned course offerings.
Adjustments to offerings for the following year are made after student interest has been
determined.
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Visual & Performing Arts

Vision: In keeping with the vision of The Ashland City School District,[1] the success and artistic
growth of all students is our priority. The purpose of the Ashland City Schools Visual & Performing
Arts Department (AVPA) is to provide opportunities for the artistic, social, emotional, and academic
growth of its students in an inclusive, structured, and supportive environment.

Mission: In keeping with the mission of The Ashland City School District,[2] the mission of the
Ashland City Schools Visual & Performing Arts Department (AVPA) is to provide an integrated arts
education through dynamic K-12 curriculum and engaging artistic experiences through both school
and community that foster a lifelong relationship with the arts.

[1]

Our Vision: Ashland…where everyone hopes, dreams, succeeds (Ashland City School District 2017 Strategic Plan).

[2] The Mission of the Ashland City School District is to provide an appropriate educational program and learning
environment which will effectively meet the educational needs of its students and citizens and/or help its students accomplish
educational goals which are significant, durable and/or transferable.
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VISUAL ART
2-D FOUNDATIONS 802 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester Course
½ Credit towards fine arts requirements for graduation
Prerequisite: None
Fee: $25.00
2-D Foundations is a comprehensive semester course for beginning artists. Students will explore processes used to create
drawings, paintings and prints on a two-dimensional surface. Hands-on studio experiences will allow for skill building in
techniques, solving design problems and visual communication, personal growth and creative expression. Media
introduced will be pencil, charcoal, color pencil, acrylic, watercolor, and ink. Emphasis will be placed on craftsmanship,
composition, content and communication. Students will keep a journal throughout the course documenting their work
and develop a formal portfolio. 2-D Foundations is a prerequisite for Drawing Fundamentals, Painting, Printmaking, and
Foundations in Graphic Art.

DRAWING FUNDAMENTALS 832 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit towards fine arts requirement for graduation
Prerequisite: 2-D Foundations
Estimated fee: $25.00
Students in Drawing will develop their technical and visual communication skills to create a varied portfolio of work.
Building upon the skills acquired in 2-D Fundamentals and Explorations, they will experiment and work in a variety of
media (graphite, pastel, ink, color pencil, conte, charcoal, digital imagery, collage and more), investigate different
methods of drawing (observation, grid, life, digital, and projection) and use varied 2-dimensional surfaces. Contemporary
and traditional drawings will be studied. Students will begin to work more independently and will keep a journal
documenting their processes, techniques and concepts. A final portfolio will be presented at the District Art Show. This
course is repeatable with instructor permission at an advanced level.

PRINTMAKING 836 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit towards fine arts requirement for graduation
Prerequisite: 2-D Foundations
Estimated fee: $25.00
Students in printmaking will investigate traditional and contemporary printmaking. Using various printmaking methods
like monotype, relief, collagraph, intaglio (etching), and lithography to create a portfolio of printed works and will also
create mixed-media prints as well. Students will also explore bookbinding and typography. Contemporary and traditional
print artists and their artworks will be introduced. Emphasis will be placed on quality craftsmanship, composition, and
content in student works. Students will begin to work more independently and will keep a journal documenting their
processes, techniques and concepts. Students may repeat the course at an advanced level with instructor permission.
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PAINTING 842 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit towards fine arts requirement for graduation
Prerequisite: 2-D Foundations
Estimated fee: $25.00
Painting is an exploratory course highlighting experimentation and techniques in a variety of painting media. Students
will further explore major artists and art movements of the 20th century as well as painting styles and techniques.
Students will build upon the knowledge and experiences from 2-D Foundations, as they further explore a variety of
media (acrylic, oil, watercolor, gouache, oil pastel & chalk pastels). Additionally, they will incorporate technology tools
(digital camera and Adobe Photoshop) into their projects for ideas, composition development and research. Students will
begin to work more independently, keeping a journal to document process, techniques, concepts and problem solving. A
final portfolio will be created and presented to their peers. This course is repeatable with instructor permission as an
advanced level.

3-D FOUNDATIONS 804 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit towards fine arts requirements for graduation
Prerequisite: none
Fee: $25.00
3-D Foundations is a comprehensive semester course for beginning artists. Students will explore processes used to create
three-dimensional artworks in Sculpture, Ceramics and Contemporary Crafts. Hands-on studio experiences will allow for
skill building in techniques, solving design problems and visual communication, personal growth and creative
expression. Media introduced will be ceramic clay, polymer clay, paper mache, found objects, plaster, and more.
Emphasis will be placed on craftsmanship, composition, content and communication. Students will keep a journal
throughout the course documenting their work and develop a formal portfolio. 3-D Foundations is a prerequisite for
Ceramics and Sculpture.

CERAMICS 833 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit towards fine arts requirement for graduation
Prerequisite: 3-D Foundations
Estimated fee: $25.00
Ceramics will focus on a variety of hand building techniques to further explore and discover the creative potential of a
variety of clay bodies and glazes. Students will create works that differ in form and function, from traditional to
contemporary. Students will build upon the knowledge and experiences from 3-D Foundations, as they further explore a
variety of ceramic clays creating various functional and sculptural pieces. In conjunction with learning the methods of
ceramic studio production, students will create sketchbook journals illustrating student ideas and historical/cultural
examples of ceramics. Students will present a final portfolio to their peers. This course is repeatable with instructor
permission as an advanced level.
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SCULPTURE 839 (9, 10, 11,12)
Semester course
1/2 credit towards fine arts requirement for graduation
Prerequisite: 3-D Foundations
Estimated fee: $25.00
Sculpture is a hands-on course devoted to three-dimensional processes, techniques and the development of skills in
modeling, carving, casting, construction and assemblage. Students will work in varied media such as ceramic clay,
polymer clay, plaster, wire, found objects, non-traditional materials and more. Shop, hand tool, and power tool safety
instruction is included in this class. Class discussions over sculptural issues on site and display, context, psychology and
aesthetics and various works from traditional to contemporary sculptors. Students will work in a more independent
manner and keep a journal documenting their processes, inspirations and their work. Students will also be expected to
work in a more independent manner. Emphasis will be placed on craftsmanship, technique, and content. Students may
repeat the course at an advanced level with instructor permission.

GRAPHIC DESIGN FOUNDATIONS 806 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit towards fine arts requirements for graduation
Prerequisite: 2-D Foundations
Fee: $25.00
Foundations in Graphic Art is a comprehensive semester course for beginning artists interested in Graphic Art. Students
will explore processes used to create photographs, manipulate photography and be introduced to Adobe Photoshop.
Hands-on studio experiences will allow for skill building in techniques, solving design problems and visual
communication, personal growth and creative expression. Emphasis will be placed on craftsmanship, composition,
content and communication. Students will keep a journal throughout the course documenting their work and develop a
formal portfolio. Graphic Design Foundations is a prerequisite for Graphic Design Explorations.

GRAPHIC DESIGN EXPLORATIONS 807 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit towards fine arts requirements for graduation
Prerequisite: Graphic Design Foundations
Fee: $25.00
Explorations in Graphic Design is a comprehensive semester course for emerging artists who wish to learn about Graphic
design. Students will advance their exploration of Graphic Arts processes and begin logo design using Adobe Photoshop
and Adobe Illustrator. Students will begin to create design portfolios and interact with clients. Hands-on studio
experiences will allow for skill building in techniques, solving design problems and visual communication, personal
growth and creative expression. Emphasis will be placed on craftsmanship, composition, content and communication.
Students will keep a journal throughout the course documenting their work and develop a formal portfolio. Students must
have taken Graphic Design Foundations.
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ADVANCED STUDIO ART 840 (11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: 2-D Foundations and 3-D Foundations and an additional Explorations course. Application Process*
Fee: $50.00
Students must submit a portfolio of 10 pieces and an essay for review by the art teachers.
Advanced Studio is designed for the highly motivated, independent and exceptional art student who is college, art school
bound or who aspires to an art-related profession. Since the full year program involves significantly more time than the
average high school course, a serious commitment is required, including summer work. Students will work more
independently, yet with guidance, to complete a comprehensive portfolio of approximately 20-22 pieces of artwork using
a variety of techniques and media. Students will compile a portfolio of quality works suitable for submission into an art
school or college/university. Final portfolios will be displayed at the Fine Arts Show in May as AHS.
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MUSIC
BAND 850 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Middle School Band or permission of the director.
The Band functions as a Marching Band throughout the football season and is involved in marching for football games,
parades and festivals. During the rest of the year, the Band is formed by auditioning into a Symphonic Band and a
Concert Band. These groups maintain an active performance schedule including activities such as concerts, festivals, and
clinics. Individuals and small groups are encouraged to work on solos and ensembles. All performances are required.
JAZZ BAND A 851 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Selection by audition and must also be a member of the A.H.S. Band or Orchestra (Bass Players).
Exceptions may be made for guitar and piano with director’s permission.
Estimated fee: $15.00-$20.00 for shirts and ties
Jazz Band A provides students the opportunity to become familiar with the fields of jazz, swing, and rock music. The
performance schedule includes jazz festivals, variety shows, basketball games, and concerts for local clubs and
organizations.
JAZZ BAND B 852 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Selection by audition and must also be a member of the A.H.S. Band or Orchestra (Bass Players).
Exceptions may be made for guitar and piano with director’s permission.
Estimated fee: $15.00-$20.00 for shirts and ties
Jazz Band B is a performing group for students that are interested in swing, jazz, and some forms of rock music. This
band plays music of an intermediate level of difficulty and is open to any instrumentalist wishing to learn this type of
music. The band plays for some concerts, basketball games, and civic functions, and it rehearses each day during school
hours.
ORCHESTRA 853 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Previous string orchestra experience
Fee: $10.00 for various awards & supply needs
The orchestra functions primarily as a string orchestra, with some full orchestra experience. The performance schedule
includes concerts, assemblies, and state contest. Chair placements are determined by audition. Orchestra members are
encouraged to study solo and small ensemble literature. The orchestra also works closely with the band and choir in
varied performances. All performances are required.
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MUSIC THEORY I 854 (11,12) (9,10 with permission)
Semester Course
½ credit
Prerequisite: Member of performing ensemble or permission of the music department
The following topics will be studied:
1. The musical alphabet, the staff, clef signs, ledger lines
2. The notation of pitch
3. Tonality-scales and key signatures
4. Chord structure – basic triads, intervals, inversions
5. Chord writing
6. Cadences
7. Principles of harmonization
8. Composing an original composition
MUSIC THEORY II 856 (10,11,12)
Semester Course
½ credit
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Music Theory I
This music theory course is designed for students to continue into the advanced study of the components of composition,
notation, transcription, history and ear training as they relate to music. The Following topics will be studied:
1. Chord structure – basic triads, intervals, inversions
2. Advanced Chord writing, utilizing passing and neighboring tones
3. Cadences
4. Advanced Principles of harmonization
5. Composing original compositions and melodies in major and minor keys
6. Harmonizing a melody in a major key (broken chords and arpeggiated accompaniments) 7. Identifying and analyzing
form
8. Modes related to major and minor scales
INTRODUCTION TO GUITAR 862
Daily – one semester
½ Credit
Prerequisite: Must have working acoustic guitar with case
This is an introductory course in guitar. Students will learn guitar concepts and skills for musical performance, music
reading, and music theory. Musical styles for study range from Renaissance to Contemporary Rock & Pop. No
prerequisite musical knowledge is necessary, but music terminology will be taught as part of the course. Concepts will be
geared toward student interest and ability and may include:
1. Tuning and Alternate Tunings
2. Electric Bass
3. Acoustic vs Electric Guitars
4. Tablature vs Sheet Music
5. Note Reading
6. Chord Reading and Analysis
7. Ensemble Playing
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INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC TECHNOLOGY 863
Daily – one semester
½ Credit
Prerequisite: None
This class is designed for the student that wishes to create music using technology, record music through loops and tracks
and develop the skills to produce music for podcasts, videos and other live events. No prerequisite musical knowledge is
necessary, but music terminology will be taught as part of the course. Projects will be geared toward student interest and
may include:
1. Cinematic Scoring
2. Basic Musical Harmony & Theory
3. Podcast/News Cast Backgrounds
4. Sequencing Loops and Recorded Tracks
5. Mashups
6. Use of Acapellas (premade vocal tracks)
7. Garage Band and Pro Tools Applications
8. Acoustic and Electronic Composition
A CAPPELLA CHOIR 861 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Selective – elective
Estimated fee: $7.50
This advanced choir is comprised of students who are fluent in vocal part reading and have demonstrated the necessary
skill in choral singing through past choral experiences. Entrance to this choir is by audition. The choir functions actively
as a performing organization and is featured in school assemblies, musical productions and other invitational meetings.
Emphasis is on performing a variety of choral music from all periods, accompanied and a cappella. The choir also works
closely with the band and orchestra in varied performances. Vocal technique and musicianship are stressed.
SYMPHONIC CHOIR 859 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Estimated fee: $5.00
This intermediate level choir is for students with prior choral experience who represent to the director a basic
competency in reading choral music as well as vocal maturity. Admission to this choir is by audition and
recommendation of the choral director. Emphasis is on performing a variety of choral music from all periods,
accompanied and a cappella. The choir also works closely with the band and orchestra in varied performances. Vocal
technique and musicianship are stressed.
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CONCERT CHOIR 855 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Elective
Estimated fee: $5.00
This entry-level choir is available to those students who wish to receive training in voice and in singing choral
music. The choir provides an opportunity for students to learn the fundamentals of part singing and vocal
technique. Students are required to audition for the director but no prior choral music experience is necessary.
This Concert Choir sings three concerts per year as well as participates in various musical activities. Emphasis
is on developing good performance habits and learning to enjoy the art of choral singing.
BEGINNING FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC & MOVEMENT 864 (9,10,11,12)
Semester Course
½ Credit
Prerequisite: None
This entry-level skills-based class is a beginning examination of the historical and modern relationships
between music and movement. Students will learn basic aspects of musical genre and its connection to
movement when improvised, composed and/or choreographed. Music & movement styles may include but are
not limited to: classical, improvisational, jazz, latin, lyric, and modern. Students will learn to move their
bodies as creative instruments to interpret and present various musical styles. Students will learn basic human
anatomy as it relates to physical movement during musical pieces, along with various injury-prevention/health
techniques. Students will learn standard music and movement vocabulary through direct instruction,
observation and collaboration
with both music and dance professionals to gain a basic knowledge of the inherent link between music and
movement. Student assignments may include formal/informal performance opportunities with live and/or
recorded music, movement evaluations, journaling, and self/peer reflections.
INTERMEDIATE FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC & MOVEMENT 865 (9,10,11,12)
Semester Course
½ Credit
Prerequisite: Successful completion of audition or intro course or teacher permission
This skills-based class is a complex examination of the historical and modern relationships between music and
movement. Students will learn advanced aspects of musical genre and its connection to movement, when
improvised, composed and/or choreographed. Music & movement styles may include but are not limited to:
classical, improvisational, jazz, latin, lyric, and modern. Students will use their bodies as creative instruments
to interpret and present the style of various pieces of music. Students will learn through direct instruction,
observation and collaboration with both music and dance professionals to gain mastery of the inherent link
between music and movement. Student assignments may include formal/informal performance opportunities
with live and/or recorded music, movement evaluations, journaling, and self/peer reflections.
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MEDIA ARTS
FOUNDATIONS IN MEDIA ARTS - PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE 695 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full Year Course
1 Credit
Prerequisite: Written application AND teacher recommendation form (application available on Guidance
Website)
Fee: $25.00
This course is designed for students who want to learn about visual communication through video, audio, and
graphics. Students will be introduced to professional audio/visual equipment as well as lighting and set design.
The students will learn all of the necessary skills to produce the morning announcements, as well as becoming
well versed in the skills of effective visual communication. In this first course of the Media Arts pathway
students will learn the basics of how to convey messages through journalism, commercial advertising and
marketing. They review the accuracy and impact of words and visuals used in news, advertisements and
commercials. They learn essential terminology and basic tools for delivering messages. They understand the
content length, deadlines, and responsibilities of various modes of digital and web-based production and
delivery.

EXPLORATION IN DIGITAL MEDIA ARTS -DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION 696 (10, 11, 12)
Full Year Course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Foundations in Media Arts
Fee: $25.00
This year-long course immerses the student in all aspects of digital video, photo, and graphic production.
Based entirely in the Adobe Creative Cloud Suite, students will learn professional methods of creating, editing,
and producing videos, compositing imagery, building scalable vector graphics, and creating graphic layouts. In
the second semester, they will learn special effects techniques including building 3D graphics and fly-throughs,
video compositing, and more. Students will become proficient in Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign,
Premiere Pro, and After Effects. Prerequisite for this course is successful completion of Foundations in Media
Arts - Production and Performance 695.
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Media Arts Internship 694
Full Year Course
Paired with Learning through Internships
Full Credit
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Explorations in Media Arts
Fee: $25.00
This course focuses on media production, including audio and video broadcasts and web-based platforms.
Students plan and coordinate work with clients to produce projects with set deadlines. Students will learn to
read and interpret scripts, select and maintain equipment, and combine graphics, text, and special effects. Skills
attained may include pre-production documentation and planning; in-production audio and video recording;
and post-production editing and distribution. Refinement of the skills learned in Foundations and Explorations
in Media Arts are emphasized, including short narrative films produced. Emphasis will include productions
for digital broadcast and livestreaming events. Students in this program are expected to present themselves on
a professional level in and out of class.
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BUSINESS EDUCATION
MARKETING 451 (10,11,12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
This course is designed for students interested in studying the marketing aspect of business. Skills and
knowledge areas studied will be fundamental to an understanding of marketing and any career in business
administration. For example areas of study will include: Marketing, Communication, Customer Relations,
Economics, and Human Resources.
Emphasis will be on the importance of marketing, sales and promotion. Class work will include textbooks,
projects, and computer work.

INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS/ENTREPRENEURSHIP 450 (10,11,12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
In this course the student is exposed to a broad view of the business enterprise. Special emphasis is placed
upon the role and importance of entrepreneurship and small-business management. The student will gain
insight into the necessity and mutual interdependence of such key business functions as management, human
resources, operations and quality, marketing, accounting, and finance. Additionally, the topics of globalization
and economics are introduced. Throughout this course the student will gain experience in problem-solving by
means of applying basic business math skills to typical business scenarios.
This course is also offered for college credit through North Central State College for eligible students.

MICROSOFT WORD 2019 467 (9, 10, 11, 12,)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
This is an introductory course in Microsoft Word applications. Review on proper keying procedures, use of
numerous Word 2019 features, and the creation of business and personal documents such as: resumes, letters,
reports, flyers, and newsletters. The skills learned are valuable for personal use and for educational and work
related projects.
This course is also offered for college credit through North Central State College for eligible students.
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POWERPOINT 2019 462, 462C (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
This is an introductory course in Microsoft PowerPoint. Emphasis is on utilizing PowerPoint 2019 basic and
advanced features to prepare presentations for personal, school, and business use.
This course is also offered for college credit through North Central State College for eligible students.
EXCEL 2019 463 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Offered for the 2021-2022 school year
This is a course that will use Excel 2019 features to create spreadsheets, charts, and tables. The Excel 2019
features to be covered include formulas and functions, tables, sorts and filters, templates, PivotCharts in both
small and large workbooks. Basic and advanced skills will be utilized.
This course is also offered for college credit through North Central State College for eligible students.
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING (ALICE) 478 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Semester Course
½ credit
Prerequisite: None
Block-based programming environment that makes it easy to create animations, build interactive narratives, or
program simple games in 3D.
Students will learn logical thinking skills and principles, concepts, and vocabulary of object-oriented
programming.
ACCOUNTING I 470 (10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: None
This course is a good preparatory course for those planning to major in business in college or directly enter the
business workforce after high school. Accounting I provides the basic skills and understanding necessary to
create and utilize financial records. Proprietorship, Partnership, and Corporate accounting are studied. This
course can aid students in discovering aptitude and interest for a career in Accounting. Business simulation
problems are used to practice real work experiences.
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ACCOUNTING II 471 (11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Accounting I
The student will expand upon their knowledge of Accounting I concepts. Management and cost accounting are
studied for businesses organized as partnerships and corporations. A broader understanding of business
activities is gained in order to maintain and interpret financial records. This course serves as an excellent
background for students planning to pursue a career in the accounting field. Business simulation problems are
used to practice applications.
ACCOUNTING III 473 (12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Accounting I, II
This course is a continuation of in-depth accounting for career preparation and advanced study. Business
problems and projects are used to practice applications.
LEARNING THROUGH INTERNSHIPS (LTI) 950, 951 (12)
Full year course
3 credits
Prerequisite: Microsoft Word 2016 and application process.
The Learning Through Internships (LTI) program offers a myriad of career experiences for students interested
in having a hands-on learning experience in a field of interest.
The goal of Ashland High School’s Learning through Internship course is to advance college/career-bound
students’ academic, intellectual, technical, and personal skills through an authentic learning experience in
which they have real world connections between school and work. Students are responsible for finding their
own internship placements but may check with their counselor or the Ashland High School Internships
coordinator for suggestions. Internships may be 3 periods of the day.
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CAREER TECH
ASHLAND HIGH SCHOOL
TRANSITIONS AND CAREERS 631 (9, 10)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Estimated fee: $15.00
Transitions and Careers is a course where students will analyze interests and skills to prepare for careers that
transition them through life. The following topics will be covered: career planning, social media etiquette,
work ethics (ethical debate), decision making (critical thinking skills), teen issues, values, family crisis, and
financial planning. A small cooking unit is included with this class.

PRINCIPLES OF FOOD 632 (9, 10)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Estimated fee: $20.00
Principles of Food will help students gain knowledge in food selection criteria and apply preparation methods.
A large cooking unit is included with this class and students will have many opportunities to broaden their
skills in the kitchen while, at the same time, learning many techniques that will help them learn how to prepare
food properly. Topics include: food safety and sanitation, menu planning, weight management, famous chefs,
food allergies, kitchen equipment, and the preparation of different foods like baked goods, pasta, and breakfast
foods.

CAREER AND COLLEGE READINESS 638 (11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Estimated fee: $15.00
Career and College Readiness class will develop effective learning strategies and skills to provide for
successful lifelong learning. The following topics will be covered: Researching careers and occupations, ACT
prep work, reviewing college admissions qualifications, interviewing skills, leadership & entrepreneurship,
social media etiquette, work ethics, job applications and resumes. A small cooking unit is included with this
class.
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GLOBAL FOODS 633 (10,11,12)
Semester Course
1/2 credit
Estimated Fee: $30.00
Have you ever wondered where food dishes originated from? Do you like preparing food? Trying new dishes?
Tasting new foods? This class will introduce fundamental cooking skills associated with the preparation of
international and ethnic specific cuisines. Students will focus on specific cooking techniques from world wide
regions while utilizing authentic ingredients and tools in a hands-on lab setting. Investigation of history,
geography, climate and traditions specific to each culture will be studied. Various regions of the world will be
covered including North America, Latin America, Europe, The Mediterranean, Asia, and the mid-East among
others. Students will study Patterns of family meals, current customs and food habits, cooking techniques and
equipment unique to those countries. This class provides students with the opportunity to dream about
traveling to faraway places and broaden their horizons in tasting new and interesting foods
CULINARY FUNDAMENTALS 639 (11, 12)
Semester Course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Estimated fee: $30.00
Culinary Fundamentals will allow students to apply fundamental culinary techniques, such as knife handling
skills and selection and proper use of tools and equipment. A large cooking unit is included with this class and
students will be learning many techniques that will help them to prepare food properly. Topics included are:
creating a restaurant, proper measuring, food safety and sanitation, preparing foods and meals, different
cooking methods, preparing pastries, baked goods, pasta, sauce and gravies.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT 629 (10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Estimated fee: $10.00
Child Development begins with an in-depth study of prenatal and infant care and development. Many topics
related to children under the age of six are studied, all designed to help the student become a more educated
future parent. Additional topics include parent-child relationships, discipline, parenting information and
support, improving the future of the family, and small food projects. Students will have the opportunity to
explore careers that involve working with children.
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PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGEMENT 634 (10,11,12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Estimated fee: $10.00
In this course, students will develop personal financial plans. Throughout the course, students will develop
financial literacy skills to provide a basis for responsible citizenship and career success. Additional topics
include savings and investing, credit, insurance, taxes and social security, identity theft, consumer protection,
banking, buying and leasing a car.
This course will be using the computer and several Microsoft programs. The class will include textbooks and
projects.
THE CAREER BASED INTERVENTION PROGRAM (CBIP) 650/651 (9) 655/658 (12)
Full year course
2-4 credits (1-Related, 1-3 Work)
Prerequisite: None
The Career Based Intervention Program is a one year vocational work experience program designed for
freshmen, and senior level students. The purpose of this program is to prepare students to become productive
members of society while at the same time equipping them with the skills needed to live independently after
graduation. Heavy emphasis is placed upon study skills, human relations, money management, safety
awareness and career exploration. Freshman level students will work in the school district serving in capacities
such as cafeteria assistants, snack shack servers, or general maintenance positions. Senior level students will
work in various positions throughout the community as approved by the coordinator. Students are responsible
to obtain their own employment in those positions. This program provides work release periods for students,
which are determined by the particular credit needs of the student.

WORK STUDY PROGRAM 920 (10, 11, 12)
1/2 to 5 credits (will vary with job)
Placement on approved community sites depends on job availability and the student meeting criteria set by
their I.E.P. team and work-study coordinator. Tenth graders may receive academic credit for jobs after school,
but will not be released from school.
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WORK-RELATED SEMINAR 921, 922 (11,12)
Semester or full year course
½ or 1 credit
Work-Related Seminar is a class for students already involved in the Work Study Program or those interested
in getting a job. Students will have opportunities to learn how the world of work is changing, characteristics of
successful employees, how their interest and goals help make decisions about career paths, and what type of
educational preparation is needed to pursue those paths.

MENTORING AND LEADERSHIP 952 (11, 12)
Full Year Course
1 Credit
Prerequisite: Application Process
Students will participate in leadership studies and activities throughout the year while acting as a mentor to a
younger student in the Ashland City School System.
TRANSITIONS (976) A-D
Prerequisite: Students must have an Individualized Education Plan with goals consistent with the nature and
content of the course.
During this course, students will focus on the Core Areas of Transition: Workplace Readiness Training, Work-Based
Learning Experience, and Self-Advocacy Skills. Additionally, students will learn to recognize personal qualities and
external supports, demonstrate skills related to achieving personal and academic goals, and use communication and
social skills to interact effectively with others.

FYEX-1000 CCP COLLEGE & CAREER SUCCESS (2 Credit Hours)
This course is designed to assist students in determining their life course (academic and career). It will have
students researching careers and the education/training necessary to attain those careers. Students in
FYEX1000 will also look at the soft skills necessary for success in school and life - motivation, goal setting,
time management/organization, interdependence, diversity, locus of control, self efficacy/ assertiveness, grit,
growth mindset, deep learning, critical thinking, financial literacy, and study skills. This course includes 10
hours of financial literacy that may fulfill the state required high school financial literacy graduation
requirement. (To be determined by each high school.)
Credits: .67 high school credit - 2 Credit hours through NCSC
Term: Semester Class (CCP only)
Prerequisite:Students must meet eligibility requirements as determined by North Central State College
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AGRICULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS COURSES
All students taking these courses start with the Plant and Horticulture Science and Greenhouse and Nursery
Management classes. Then they will pick two courses to finish out the pathway. Courses in Floral Design and
Marketing, Landscape Systems Management, Landscape Design, Landscape Construction, and Park and
Recreational Management will complete a Horticulture program.
PLANT AND HORTICULTURE SCIENCE 610 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full Year Course
1 credit
This first course in the pathway focuses on the knowledge and skills required to research, develop,
produce and market agricultural, horticultural, and native plants and plant products. Students will
apply principles of plant physiology and anatomy, plant protection and health, reproductive biology in
plants, plant nutrition and disorders to the management of soils and plants. Throughout the course,
students will learn communication, leadership, and business management skills reflective of the
industry.

GREENHOUSE AND NURSERY MANAGEMENT 611 (10, 11, 12)
Full Year Course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Plant & Horticulture Science (610)
Students will learn the operational practices needed for the successful growth of nursery stock and/or
greenhouse plants. They will learn essential greenhouse practices including water and fertilizer distribution,
lighting, ventilation, and temperature control. Students will learn pest and disease propagation methods, plant
health, nutrition, and growth stimulation. Throughout this course, business and employability skills will be
emphasized.

FLORAL DESIGN AND MARKETING 612 (10,11,12)
Full Year Course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Plant & Horticulture Science (610)
Students will use principles and elements of design to create various types and styles of floral arrangements
with natural and artificial plants and plant products. Topics will include identification of ornamental plants and
cut flowers, use of design materials, and storage and handling applications. Students will develop successful
business, communication, marketing, and sales strategies for use in the floral industry.
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LANDSCAPE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 613 (10, 11, 12)
Full Year Course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Plant & Horticulture Science (610)
Students will learn skills in creating blueprints, estimates, and landscaping designs. Topics include basic
principles of design, engineering, drawings and drafting techniques including computer aided design. Students
will incorporate principles of hardscapes and examine the use of artificial lighting, water systems, and creative
features in their designs. Throughout the course, business management practices, employability skills, and
safety procedures will also be emphasized.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN 614 (10, 11, 12)
Full Year Course
1 credit
Prerequisite: 610 & 613
Students will learn skills in creating blueprints, estimates, and landscaping designs. Topics include basic
principles of design, engineering, drawings and drafting techniques including computer aided design. Students
will incorporate principles of hardscapes and examine the use of artificial lighting, water systems, and creative
features in their designs. Throughout the course, business management practices, employability skills, and
safety procedures will also be emphasized.

LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION 615 (10, 11, 12)
Full Year Course
1 credit
Prerequisite: 610 & 613
Students will learn skills in constructing features of a landscape (hardscapes). Topics include basic principles
of building and implementing designs from blueprints and computer aided designs. Students will install
artificial lighting, water systems and other creative features on job sites. Throughout the course, business
management practices, employability skills and safety procedures will be emphasized.
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PARK AND RECREATIONAL MANAGEMENT 616 (10,11,12)
Full Year Course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Plant & Horticulture Science (610)
Students will design facilities, develop educational programs and manage resources for use in public
recreation. Students will maintain and operate equipment for maintaining wildlife habitat and supporting a
variety of public recreational activities and facilities. Throughout the course, students will develop marketing
and programming skills for park development, apply management practices to park operations and learn the
systems required to maintain public safety.
AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS CAPSTONE - 628
Students apply Agricultural and Environmental Systems program knowledge and skills in a more
comprehensive and authentic way. Capstones are project/problem-based learning opportunities that occur both
in and away from school. Under supervision of the school and through partnerships, students combine
classroom learning with work experience to benefit themselves and others. These can take the form of
mentorship employment, cooperative education, apprenticeships and internships.

EXERCISE AND ATHLETIC TRAINING -676
Full Year Course
1 credit
In this course students will apply procedures and techniques used in athletic training and in the care and
rehabilitation of athletic injuries and therapeutic exercise. Topics include injury prevention, conditioning, and
wound care techniques of the musculoskeletal system.

NUTRITION AND WELLNESS -679
Full Year Course
1 credit
Students will increase their knowledge of comprehensive health and wellness. Students will be able to identify
the components of fitness and communicate the relationship between physical fitness, physical performance,
injury prevention, and nutritional intake. Students will evaluate an individual’s state of nutrition based upon the
impact of personal choices and social, scientific, psychological and environmental influences.
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ATHLETIC INJURY AND PREVENTION -678
Full Year Course
1 credit
Students will identify signs and symptoms of injury and apply emergency procedures and techniques used in
the immediate care of athletic-related trauma. Students will learn clinical and field evaluative processes, injury
prevention techniques, conditioning techniques, treatment, taping, bracing, and rehabilitation of
musculoskeletal injuries and conditions. Students will design and implement conditioning programs, including
nutritional considerations and ergogenic aids. Emphasis is placed on the synthesis of information gathered
through injury history, observation, and manual muscle testing.

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY - 677
Full Year Course
1 credit
This course focuses on the applications of the rules for constructing and defining medical terms with an
emphasis on building a working medical vocabulary. Topics include using the appropriate abbreviations and
symbols for anatomical, physiological and pathological classifications and the associated medical specialties
and procedures.
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LANGUAGE ARTS
ENGLISH
Four credits must be earned in English for graduation. English courses are phased from 1 through 5 to indicate
the degree of sophistication and difficulty; the higher the phasing (number), the greater the challenge.
Students will typically follow one of the three pathways listed below; however, students are not locked into one
particular pathway.
1.

Honors English 9 (freshman year) – 1 credit
American Literature & Intermediate Composition (sophomore year) -- 1 credit
English Composition I (junior year) -- 1 credit
English Composition II OR AP English (senior year) – 1 credit

2.

English 9 (freshman year) - 1 credit
English 10 (sophomore year) – 1 credit
American Literature and Intermediate Composition (junior year) – ½ credit each
Two semester electives – ½ credit each

3.

English 9 (freshman year) – 1 credit
English 10 (sophomore year) – 1 credit
Reading Through Games and Writing Through Games (junior year) – ½ credit each
Two semester electives – ½ credit each

Freshman Year

Sophomore Year

English 9 or Honors English 9

Intermediate Composition & American Literature
or
English 10

Junior Year

Senior Year

English Composition I (Honors Tracks)
or
American Literature & Intermediate Composition
or
Reading Through Games & Writing Through Games

English Composition II OR AP English
or
2 electives
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ENGLISH 9 039 (Phase 2)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: None
The ninth grade English course is a survey course, which covers all major areas usually associated with
English class instruction: multiple genres of literature, composition skills, grammar, and usage. In literature
the student receives strong emphasis on essential reading skills, including general vocabulary, fluency, and
comprehension. Short stories, poetry, drama, nonfiction, novel – all are part of the program. Continuous
practice in composition skills is provided throughout the year, stressing good sentence structure, spelling,
punctuation, and content. In this course, instruction in grammar and usage is given strong emphasis.
Throughout the course, students learn the importance of language skill development in reading, writing,
speaking, and listening, both for its practical value as a job skill and for its use as an aid to help them reach
their potential as lifelong learners.
HONORS ENGLISH 9 040 (Phase 3)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Avid interest in English. Special aptitude for English as evidenced by
scores in reading, composition, grammar, and a Lexile score of 1300. Recommendation of
eighth grade English teacher.
Honors English 9 is a course designed to challenge the student who meets the prerequisites listed above. All of
the goals and objectives of the regular English 9 class will be met with more intense study in composition,
vocabulary, grammar, and literature. The instruction is much more rapidly paced. A strong emphasis is placed
on study skills for success in academic courses, especially those in the intended sequence of courses: American
Literature & Intermediate Composition, ENGL1010 English Composition I, English Composition II or AP
English.

ENGLISH 10 042 (Phase 3)
Full year course
1 credit
The tenth grade English course is a survey course, which covers all major areas of English. The reading
portion is designed to increase the student’s appreciation of a wide variety of literary forms, such as short
stories, poems, novels, and nonfiction texts, with a specific emphasis on reading longer works. As teachers
guide students in their enjoyment of reading, they will also challenge readers to become aware of the basic
elements that are integral to great works of literature. Course activities will include reading selections both in
and out of class, responding to those selections through class discussion and written reflections, keeping notes,
and completing vocabulary-building exercises. The writing portion of the course is designed to aid the student
in improving and refining individual writing skills. Assignments emphasize effective sentence phrasing and
clear paragraph development. Students will experience the writing process through a variety of writing
assignments: journal entries, descriptions, narration, expository writing, and summaries. Major required
assignments include a literary analysis and argumentative research essay.
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INTERMEDIATE COMPOSITION 045 (Phase 4)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: Successful completion of English 10 OR Honors English 9
Intermediate Composition is a writing course designed to develop and enhance the writing skills of senior,
junior, and advanced sophomore students. Both reading and writing are integrated throughout the semester,
including reading and responding to nonfiction texts. This course also includes review of grammatical
concepts, practice in writing and revising, methods of research and documentation, and an introduction to a
variety of rhetorical strategies for writing. This course is required for juniors on the college prep track and
open to seniors whose thinking and writing need the refinement and polish to be successful in more advanced
academic writing courses.
ADVANCED COMPOSITION 046 (12) (Phase 5)
Semester course for seniors
1/2 credit
Highly recommended: Students should take Intermediate Composition before taking Advanced Composition.
Those who choose to take Advanced Composition without having taken Intermediate
Composition may experience difficulty in the higher-level course.
Estimated fee: $30.00
Advanced Composition, designed for the senior who seriously plans to pursue a college education, offers the
opportunity for students to refine their individual writing skills. By learning specific techniques for organizing
and writing logical arguments and literary analyses, students will become better prepared for the more intense
critical thinking/writing experiences demanded in college.
Emphasis in this course focuses on the quality of written expression and not just on the frequency of the
writing. The assignments, structure, and rewriting demanded in this class aid in targeting weak spots, offering
direction for improvement, and ultimately guiding each student in the development of a mature, unique writing
style.
Involved in assignments will be a certain amount of reading; therefore, you will not only write compositions
but also read essays, plays, novels, editorials, and other documents. In this particular class, computer word
processing will be used whenever possible to expedite the efficiency of drafting, editing, and revising
assignments. Students will be expected to master Google Docs word-processing program, even if they are
familiar with another.
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ENGL 1010 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I 051, 051C (Phase 4/5)
Semester course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Qualifying placement test scores, completion of Intermediate Composition highly recommended
English Composition I (ENGL1010) is an introductory course in college-level expository writing and critical
reading. Students read a variety of nonfiction works and write summaries, analyses, and essays in response to
their reading. Students learn to read actively and accurately and to organize, develop, and revise coherent
papers appropriate for a college-educated audience. Students should be prepared for a quickly paced learning
environment and regular work outside of class time, which will require effective time management skills.
Over the course of the semester, a total of 20 pages of written work is required.
This course is also offered for college credit through North Central State College

ENGL 2090 INTRODUCTION TO FICTION 052, 052C (Phase 4/5)
Semester course
1 credit
Prerequisite: ENGL1010 (English Composition I), minimum grade of CIntroduction to Fiction (ENGL2090) is a college-level survey course that introduces students to fiction, both
the short story and the novel. Students will study the various modes of storytelling, from the historical context
to the elements of fiction, through works by major authors from America and around the world. This course
will allow students to gain a greater understanding of fiction than available through multi-genre literature
courses through the study of the novel and investigation of major authors through readings in the text.
Students will also be introduced to a variety of critical approaches as lenses through which they can view
works of fiction. Students should be prepared for a quickly paced learning environment and regular work
outside of class time, which will require effective time management skills. Two formal essays and a major
presentation are required as part of the course.

This course is also offered for college credit through North Central State College
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ENGL 1030 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II 053, 053C (Phase 4/5)
Semester Course
1 credit
Prerequisite: ENGL1010, minimum grade of CEnglish Composition II (ENGL 1010) is a course in argument and research writing. Students will read
issue-based works and write summaries and responses as well an argument and a research paper. Students will
learn to organize research projects, find and evaluate sources, incorporate ideas and quotations from sources,
document their sources in MLA and APA style, analyze and use argumentative strategies and persuasive
appeals, and prepare and revise effective, coherent papers. Students should be prepared for a quickly paced
learning environment and regular work outside of class time, which will require effective time management
skills.
This course is offered for college credit through North Central State College
ENGLISH 2070 AMERICAN LITERATURE II 054, 054C (Phase 4/5)
Semester Course
1 Credit
Prerequisite: ENGL 1030 English Composition II, minimum grade CHighly recommended: American Literature
American Literature II is a survey course that examines the development of American literature in English
from the mid-nineteenth century to the present. Through the use of selected texts, students will become
familiar with key authors and works that represent American literature in English and the multiple voices
within it. As a survey course, American Literature II is designed to provide students with a foundational
understanding of the historical and cultural conditions that influenced the development and formation of
American literature. This course will provide the necessary background for a more in-depth understanding of
and appreciation for American literature not covered in the course, and it will prepare students for more
advanced study of literature in general. Students should be prepared for a quickly paced learning environment
and regular work outside of class time, which will require effective time management skills.
This course is offered for college credit through North Central State College

LITERATURE OF SPORTS 059 (Phase 3)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Literature of Sports is designed to increase the student’s appreciation and awareness of the influence of sports
on modern society. Students will read a wide range of nonfiction and fiction texts as well as poetry pertaining
to the world of sports. Students will frequently be expected to write in response to what they have read. In
addition, a research project with proper documentation is required. The literature will also expose students to
many different social issues that can be found in the sports arena, such as gender roles, racism, scandals, and
the influence of popular sports and athletes on society.
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READING INTERVENTION 037 (Phase 1)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: Placement by guidance counselor
Reading is a semester class for students in grades 9-12 who have been identified with reading difficulties
through the Lexile or through teacher recommendation. Students will use Scholastic's Read 180 program to
improve their reading skills through class work, small group work, individualized computer time, and
independent reading. Students earn 1/2 credit for the class. While the class may be taken both fall and spring
semesters for a half credit each semester, students may not repeat the class after two semesters as the Read 180
lessons start new each school year.
WRITING THROUGH GAMES 064 (Phase 3)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: Reading Through Games
Students will become proficient in writing using board games, video games, virtual reality environments, and
PC games. The course will be a mix of gameplay, critique, narrative writing, explanatory writing,
argumentative writing, research development and writing, and fiction/nonfiction reading. The course will take
students from consumers to creators and critical thinkers. Skills will be assessed through a writing portfolio
that will be completed through a workshop model. Emphasis is placed heavily on growth of skills.
MYTHOLOGY 066 (Phase 3)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Mythology is open to any interested student but highly recommended as a college preparatory course. This
course is designed to acquaint students with ancient Greek and Roman deities and heroes and their stories, on
which much of our best literature, art, and music is based. The knowledge gained will enable the student to
understand better many allusions to mythology made in every kind of literature. In addition, the study of
mythology and its ancient explanations for the mysteries of the universe will enrich the student by giving him
insight into his own culture and the universal concept of human experience.
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READING THROUGH GAMES 065 (Phase 3)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Students will become proficient in reading skills using board games, video games, virtual reality environments,
and PC games. The course will be a mix of gameplay, nonfiction reading, fiction reading, oral presentations,
vocabulary development. The course will take students from consumers to creators and critical thinkers.
Students will convey their mastery of skills through project-based inquiry.

AMERICAN LITERATURE 070 (Phase 4)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: English 10 OR Honors English 9.
Estimated fee: $12.50
This course, required for juniors on the college prep track, explores the important literary trends in America
from the early colonists through early 20th century innovators. The reading includes short stories, novels,
nonfiction, poetry, and drama. Extensive reading, class discussion, and note taking are used to examine
American literature’s importance to the American culture. Although the emphasis is on the reading and
discussion, writing related to the reading is included.

BRITISH LITERATURE 074 (Phase 5)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: American Literature or Honors English 10 is recommended for the sequence.
Estimated fee: $7.00
This semester survey course in British Literature is an elective recommended for college preparatory students.
It is planned to give the student an introduction to the outstanding figures and texts in the British literary
traditions. Discussions focus on ideas to help explain what being human has meant through the ages.
Additional readings support the basic anthology as students study poetry, drama, novels, short stories, and
nonfiction.
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SPEECH 076 (Phase 3)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Speech is a course designed for all students who wish to become effective communicators. Students engage in
interpersonal communication interactions, and they acquire organizational, writing, critical thinking, research,
and listening skills. The student is also encouraged to develop his or her own thoughts, feeling, style, and
personal attitudes into an effective message for specific situations. This course involves instruction and
experience in giving a presentation. Students are taught the principles of speech content and delivery so that
they can effectively participate in a variety of practical speaking situations. Presentations will include the
informative speech, persuasive speech, visual aid/demonstration speech, impromptu speech, and group
presentation.

SPEECH 076C (Phase 4)
Semester course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Qualifying for College Credit Plus through North Central State
Speech is a course designed for all students who wish to become effective communicators. Students engage in
interpersonal communication interactions, and they acquire organizational, writing, critical thinking, research,
and listening skills. The student is also encouraged to develop his or her own thoughts, feelings, style, and
personal attitudes into an effective message for specific situations. This course involves instruction and
experience in giving a presentation. Students are taught the principles of speech content and delivery so that
they can effectively participate in a variety of practical speaking situations. Presentations will include the
informative speech, persuasive speech, visual aid/demonstration speech, impromptu speech, and group
presentation.
PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION 078 (Phase 3)
Semester course
½ credit
Prerequisite: none
Persuasive Communication is a semester elective recommended for students who find satisfaction in winning
arguments. This course is good for those planning a career in business, law, education, or any profession that
stresses selling ideas or products.
Critical thinking leads to informed opinions, and this course explores several methods of communicating
opinions. Activities include group discussion, debate,social media marketing, and marketing campaign
projects. Both writing and speaking will be taught in this class.
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DRAMATICS 079 (Phase 3)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
This course is designed for all students with an interest in theater regardless of their previous experience.
Students will do interpretive excerpts of narrative prose, poetry, oratory, and plays.
POWER READING 072 (Phase 4)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Estimated fee: $15.00
Power Reading is an advanced course designed to help college preparatory students improve their reading
comprehension and reading speed. Based upon several best practices in reading, the course utilizes reading
materials from a variety of sources: books, newspapers, paperbacks, periodicals, etc. Not only will the
students learn how to survey, set purpose, speculate, skim read, study read, and pace, but they will also learn
where and when to use these tools. Critical analysis of reading material is also emphasized using summaries
and comparison/contrast. Furthermore, an emphasis on vocabulary building is incorporated into the course to
help students improve their reading comprehension and writing ability. Three additional readings of a novel,
biography, or nonfiction book with an accompanying paper/project are required. Because emphasis is placed
on reading comprehension and vocabulary acquisition, successful completion of this course has been helpful in
raising students’ ACT scores. Power Reading is highly recommended for students planning to further their
education beyond high school, but it is open to any student who likes a challenging course.
ADVANCED PLACEMENT ENGLISH 047 (Phase 5)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: See course description
Estimated fee: $12.50
Advanced Placement English is a full year course open to academically talented seniors and select juniors who
receive an English teacher recommendation. Students study and practice writing and learn to analyze mature
literature. They will learn to use the characteristic modes of discourse and to organize assumptions underlying
various rhetorical strategies. Through speaking, listening, reading, and writing, students will become more
aware of the resources of their own language. They should come to care more intensely about the human
experience as reflected in literature.
To be eligible for this course the student should have a 3.5 average in other English courses, including Honors
English 10 or English 10 and American Literature; British Literature; and a selection of other academic
English courses as the student’s schedule permits. Advanced Composition, also required, must be scheduled
concurrently with A.P. English. Other recommended courses for prospective students include Speech,
Mythology, and Power Reading.
Advanced Placement examinations are given in May. There is a fee for such an examination. For those who
do well on the examination, participating colleges, in turn, grant credit and appropriate placement.
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DIGITAL MEDIA 080 (Phase 3)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
From high-profile media cases to fake news, students in this class will take a hard look at the role that print and
digital media play in today’s world. They will examine how the news media has changed throughout the years
as well as what role ethics play in the world of reporting.

STORIED MEDIA 081 (Phase 4)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisites: None
This course is required for students who want to be considered for Panorama. From learning about AP
Stylebook to developing an angle in their own writing, students in this class will grow as writers as they learn
how to fine-tune their writing skills and produce newspaper-quality pieces. The course is intended for budding
journalists as well as anyone who has an interest in writing. Class members will report on a number of areas
including hard news, sports, and entertainment.

YEARBOOK JOURNALISM I 083 (10, 11, 12)
YEARBOOK JOURNALISM II 084 (11, 12)
YEARBOOK JOURNALISM III 091 (11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisites: None
Highly Recommended: Students are highly encouraged to take Storied Media; recommendation from English
teacher and instructor’s approval, in accordance with the application process.
Yearbook Journalism is a non-traditional, yearlong course where students design and produce the yearbook.
Over the course of this year, students will fine-tune their writing, learn basic photography skills, and get public
relations experience as they sell advertisements to local businesses and community members. Along with that,
students will gain real-life graphic design experience as they explore the basics of yearbook design and layouts.
Course assignments cover ongoing activities of Ashland High School and require students to cover activities
outside the school day and/or week. Editors are chosen from second and third year staff members. All
incoming students are admitted on a probationary status, as staff cooperation is paramount to the success and
completion of the yearbook.
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NEWSPAPER JOURNALISM I (PANORAMA) 082 (10, 11, 12)
NEWSPAPER JOURNALISM II (PANORAMA) 087 (10, 11, 12)
NEWSPAPER JOURNALISM III (PANORAMA) 090 (11, 12)
NEWSPAPER JOURNALISM IV (PANORAMA) 092 (12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisites: Storied Media, and advisor’s approval
Newspaper Journalism is a non-traditional, yearlong course where students plan and produce the school
newspaper, the Panorama. Students continue to develop the skills learned in Storied Media. Over the course of
this year, students will fine-tune their writing, learn basic photography skills, and get public relations
experience as they sell advertisements to local businesses and community members. Along with that, students
will gain real-life graphic design experience as they explore the basics of newspaper design and layouts.
Course assignments cover ongoing activities of Ashland High School and require students to cover activities
outside the school day and/or week. Typically, incoming members serve as staff reporters, and veteran
members may serve as editors.

BASIC ENGLISH
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Students must have an Individualized Education Plan with goals consistent with the nature and
content of the course.
Life Skills English will help students develop a life management plan to prepare them for their future careers. Students
will examine skills and interests needed for a variety of practical occupations as well as having the opportunity to
develop their own abilities for future employment. Students will learn about careers, job applications, interviewing skills,
public speaking, self assessments, and living on your own issues. Emphasis is on writing and reading skills to aid the
students in becoming self reliant in solving job-related problems.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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MATHEMATICS
Mathematics Department Mission Statement
To work together to provide a positive learning environment that challenges our students by promoting
high standards and critical thinking.
The career technical curriculum sequence is intended for the student who seeks vocational training. While this
curriculum articulates with the Career Center and the state technical colleges, it may not prepare students for a
four-year college program. Teaching methods focus on concrete applications.
The Core College Preparatory sequence is designed for students intending to complete a four-year college
program. Teaching methods strike a balance between basic theory and applications.
The Honors College Preparatory sequence continues the program begun in 7th and 8th grades for the student
with exceptional ability and interest in mathematics. This program culminates in an Advanced Placement
Calculus course for which capable students may receive college credit.
An individual conference with parent(s), teacher, guidance counselor and student is strongly recommended for:
1. Movement between sequence, or
2. Continuation in the present sequence when a grade less than “C” has been achieved.
Graphing Calculators are important in our math curriculum. The TI-84 Plus graphing calculator is
recommended for college prep students at the Algebra I or higher level.
ALGEBRA I 340 (9)
Full year course
1 credit
Intended Next Course: Geometry
*A calculator (TI-84 graphing or TI-30XIIS scientific) is recommended. TI-84 graphing calculators are
available for class use.
Careful attention will be given in this course to an understanding and acquisition of the skills needed to
continue through future years of mathematics in a college-prep setting. As a result, the teacher assumes the
mastery of basic arithmetic skills dealing with both fractions and decimals. The emphasis is to extend those
skills to apply to variable quantities, expressions, equations, and graphing. The Common Core State Standards
for Algebra I will be covered as preparation for the next generation assessments.
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PRACTICAL ALGEBRA II 349 (11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Algebra I and Geometry
Intended next course: FST
This course will reinforce basic algebra skills and geometry concepts. The emphasis at this level is to extend these skills
to further applications of algebra and to promote good problem solving skills.
The goals of this course are:
1.) To develop and reinforce critical thinking and reasoning skills.
2.) To continue the study of skills fundamental to Algebra including:
a.) Properties of real numbers, exponents, and radicals
b.) Simplification of algebraic expressions
c.) Solution of equations and inequalities
d.) Trigonometric functions
3.) To apply mathematical skills to the analysis and interpretation of quantitative information in real-life
situations to make decisions that are relevant to daily life.
4.) To study general properties of functions and graphs with emphasis given to polynomial and logarithmic
functions
5.) To continue the development of problem solving skills as they relate to each area of concentration. The
Common Core Standards for Algebra II will be covered.

Functions, Statistics, and Trigonometry (FST)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Algebra II or Practical Algebra II
● A graphing calculator is required for this course. TI-84 calculators are available for class use.
This course is appropriate for a senior planning on a vocational trade to strengthen applicable algebra and statistics
knowledge and skills.
The course integrates functions, statistics, and trigonometry and applies the algebra and geometry students have studied
in previous years.
The goals of this course are:
1.) To continue the study of skills fundamental to Algebra II including properties of real numbers, exponents
and radicals, simplification of algebraic expressions, and solutions of equations and inequalities.
2.) To continue the study of properties of functions and graphs with emphasis given to polynomial,
exponential, logarithmic, and trigonometric functions.
3.) To explore descriptive statistics, discrete probability, and methods used to model data.
4.) To continue the development of problem solving skills as they relate to each area of concentration.
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GEOMETRY 345 (10)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Algebra I
Intended Next Course: Algebra II
*A calculator (TI-84 graphing or TI-30XIIS scientific) is recommended. TI-84 graphing calculators are
available for class use.
Geometry is the branch of mathematics that deals with the mathematics of position, form and space. The
emphasis in this course is upon utilization of concepts, precision of language, analytical thinking, and inductive
and deductive reasoning often using a discovery approach. The Common Core State Standards for Geometry
will be covered as preparation for the next generation assessments.
HONORS GEOMETRY 346 (9, 10 - with teacher permission and conference)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: 8th grade Algebra I
Intended Next Course: Honors Algebra II
*A calculator (TI-84 graphing or TI-30XIIS scientific) is recommended. TI-84 graphing calculators are
available for class use.
Geometry is the branch of mathematics that deals with the mathematics of position, form and space. The
emphasis in this course is upon utilization of concepts, precision of language, analytical thinking, and inductive
and deductive reasoning. This course is intended for students continuing in the honors sequence. The Common
Core State Standards for Geometry will be covered as preparation for the next generation assessments.
ALGEBRA II 350 (10, 11)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Geometry, Honors Geometry
Intended Next Course: FST,Pre-Calculus, or College Algebra
*A graphing calculator is necessary. TI-84 graphing calculator is recommended.
In this course the teacher assumes the mastery of basic algebraic skills and geometric formulas. The emphasis
at this level is to extend these skills to further applications of algebra and to promote good problem solving
skills.
The goals of this course are:
1. To continue the study of skills fundamental to Algebra including:
a) properties of real numbers, exponents and radicals
b) simplification of algebraic expressions
c) solution of equations and inequalities
d) trigonometric functions.
2. To study fundamental properties of the complex number system and matrices
3. To study general properties of functions and graphs with emphasis given to polynomial, exponential and
logarithmic functions.
4. To continue the development of problem solving skills as they relate to each area of concentration. The
Common Core State Standards for Algebra II will be covered.
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HONORS ALGEBRA II 355 (10)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Honors Geometry
Intended Next Course: Honors Trig. / Calculus
*A graphing calculator is necessary per College Board requirements. A TI-84 calculator is
recommended.
In this course the teacher assumes the mastery of basic algebraic skills and geometric formulas. The emphasis
at this level is to extend these skills to further applications of algebra and to promote good problem solving
skills. This course is intended for students continuing in the honors math sequence. The common core
standards for Algebra II will be covered.
The goals of this course are:
1. To continue the study of skills fundamental to Algebra including:
a) properties of real numbers, exponents and radicals
b) simplification of algebraic expressions
c) solution of equations and inequalities and systems
2. To study fundamental properties of the complex number system.
3. To study general properties of functions and graphs with emphasis given to polynomial, exponential and
logarithmic functions.
4. To continue the development of problem solving skills as they relate to each area of concentration.

FUNCTIONS, STATISTICS AND TRIGONOMETRY (FST) 398 (12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Algebra II or Practical Algebra II
*A graphing calculator is necessary. TI-84 graphing calculators are available for class use.
The course is appropriate for a senior planning on a vocational trade to strengthen applicable algebra and
statistics knowledge and skills.
The course integrates functions, statistics, and trigonometry and applies the algebra and geometry students
have studied in previous years.
The goals of this course are:
1. To continue the study of skills fundamental to Algebra II including properties of real numbers,
exponents and radicals, simplification of algebraic expressions, and solutions of equations and
inequalities.
2. To continue the study of properties of functions and graphs with emphasis given to polynomial,
exponential, logarithmic, and trigonometric functions.
3. To explore descriptive statistics, discrete probability, and methods used to model data.
4. To continue the development of problem solving skills as they relate to each area of concentration.
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PRE-CALCULUS 370 (11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Algebra II or Honors Algebra II
*A graphing calculator is necessary. TI-84 graphing calculator is recommended.
This full year course emphasizes the study of elementary functions, trigonometry, and analytic geometry.
Topics will be covered at a slower pace and more in depth than a semester College Algebra course. The student
who successfully completes this course should be prepared to begin the Calculus sequence in college.
The goals of this course are:
1. To study general properties of functions and graphs with emphasis given to:
polynomial functions
exponential and logarithmic functions
trigonometric functions.
2. To study selected topics from analytic geometry.
3. To study the concepts of both finite and infinite limits and their applications.
4. To study the concept of the derivative of a function and its applications.
5. To give a convincing view of the power of calculus methods.

HONORS TRIG. / CALCULUS 380 (11)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Honors Algebra II
Intended Next Course: Advanced Placement Calculus (AB)
*A graphing calculator is necessary per College Board requirements. TI-84 graphing calculator is
recommended.
This course emphasizes the study of sequences and series, trigonometry, and analytic geometry followed by
beginning Calculus topics.
The goals of this course are:
1.
To study general properties of trigonometric functions and graphs.
2.
To study selected topics from analytic geometry.
3.
To study the concepts of both finite and infinite limits and their applications.
4.
To study the concept of the derivative of a function and its applications.
5.
To give a convincing view of the power of calculus methods.
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ADVANCED PLACEMENT CALCULUS (AB) 381 (12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Honors Trig. / Calculus
*A graphing calculator is necessary per College Board requirements. TI-84 graphing calculator is
recommended.
Advanced Placement Calculus completes the honors sequence for students with high ability and interest in
mathematics. In this course we complete the syllabus recommended by the College Entrance Examination
Board for Advanced Placement in Calculus. The successful student is encouraged to take the AB level
Advanced Placement Exam in Calculus given in May. For those who do well on the examination,
participating colleges, in turn, grant credit and appropriate placement.
The goals of this course are:
1.
To complete the study of the derivative and its applications.
2.
To study the concept of the differential and the operation of antidifferentiation.
3.
To study the concept of the definite integral and its applications.
4.
To extend the concepts of the derivative and the definite integral to the transcendental functions.
5.
To develop formal integration techniques.
6.
To continue the development of problem solving skills in general.
7.
To prepare for the Advanced Placement Exam in Calculus.
MATH 1110 - College Algebra - 396 & 396C
Semester course
4 College Credit hours and 1 full high school credit when taken as a CCP course
Prerequisite: Qualifying for College Credit Plus through North Central State
A study of: 1) polynomial operations, rational expressions, exponents, radicals; 2) linear and quadratic
equations, inequalities, absolute value applications and their graphs; 3) graphs of elementary functions and
non-functions including inverse functions, combining functions, and translating and transforming functions; 4)
study of polynomial functions including the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, zeroes of polynomials, rational
functions, partial fractions; 5) exponential and logarithmic functions including graphs and applications; 6)
Gauss-Jordan elimination and Cramer’s Rule. This course meets the requirements for OTM College Algebra
TMM001. UG
STAT 1010 - Probability and Statistics - 397 & 397C
Semester course
3 College Credit hours and 1 full high school credit when taken as a CCP course
Prerequisite: Qualifying for College Credit Plus through North Central State
This course provides the student with an overview of probability and statistics. Probability terminology,
concepts and rules are emphasized in solving probability problems. Descriptive statistics, including measures
of central tendency and dispersion, charts, tables and diagrams are used to summarize data. The student is
introduced to the binomial, Poisson, hyper-geometric, normal and t-distributions. Confidence intervals,
hypothesis testing, correlation, and linear regression are used to make conclusions concerning population
parameters from sample data. This course meets the requirements for OTM Introductory Statistics TMM010.
UG
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BASIC MATH A-D 931-934
Each year is a full year course.
Each year is worth 1 credit.
Completing the entire progression earns all 4 required math credits.
Prerequisite: Students must have an Individualized Education Plan with goals consistent with the nature
and content of the course.
Basic Math is a four-year progression of classes. The course adheres to the Ohio’s Learning Standards Extended (OLS-E), commonly known as the “extended standards.” The class is organized to help ensure that
students with significant cognitive disabilities are provided with multiple ways to learn and demonstrate
knowledge. The four-year progression of classes covers the following topics:
● Number and operations: Students recognize, represent, understand, and apply mathematical concepts
and processes to situations within and outside of school. The definition of Numbers and Operations
includes a range of skills including: rote counting; using pictures, objects, and symbols to denote
meaning from numbers and quantities; and demonstrating an understanding of numbers as quantities
that can be added, subtracted, multiplied and divided.
● Algebra: Students will use symbolic forms to represent, model, and demonstrate understanding of
mathematical situations and apply mathematical concepts and processes to situations within and outside
of school. Patterns. Functions, and Algebra include such skills as discriminayion, sorting, matching,
and sequencing.
● Measurement: Students use a variety of tools and techniques of measurement to problem solve.
Measurement includes a demonstrated understanding of such concepts as time, distance, area and
volume which are applied for a variety of purposes and to a variety of situations. At lower level,
measurement is being broadly defined to include the concept of more than, less than, and other
comparatives.
● Data analysis and probability: Students will interpret data and make predictions using methods of
exploratory data analysis and basic notions of probability. Data Analysis and Probability includes
categorization, making choices, and logical reasoning about events or situations.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION II – PERSONAL FITNESS/ACTIVITY EXPLORATION 870
Daily – one semester
1/4 credit
Co-Ed
Ideally, this course should be taken either the first or second semester of the freshman year. Emphasis is placed
on developing skills in activities which will provide for personal enjoyment and effective use of leisure time as
well as the development and assessment of physical fitness and an efficient use of the body in a variety of
activities. Activities currently include the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fitness Pre/Post Testing
Ultimate Frisbee
Flag Football
Soccer/Speedball
Volleyball
Basketball
Badminton
Tennis
Disc Golf
Wiffle ball/softball

HEALTH 885 (9)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
This course is designed for the freshman level student and is a requirement for graduation. The emphasis of
the course is to allow students to examine their lifestyles, select goals, and to make plans to achieve and
maintain a high quality of life. The course is intended for students to identify, implement and maintain health
enhancing behaviors both now as teenagers and for the rest of their lives. Areas of health covered are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A healthy foundation
Physical activity and nutrition
Mental and emotional health
Promoting safe and healthy relationships
Personal care and body systems/organ donation
Growth and development (includes human sexuality)
Tobacco, alcohol, opioids, and other drugs
Diseases and disorders
Injury prevention
CPR/AED
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ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION 890
Semester Course / year long
¼ credit / ½ credit
This physical education course follows the same curriculum as P.E.II but adapts the activities to accommodate
physical limitations. Additional activities/games/dances are explored.
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ASHLAND CITY SCHOOLS PHYSICAL EDUCATION GRADUATION REQUIREMENT WAIVER
FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN DISTRICT-SPONSORED
INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS, MARCHING BAND OR CHEERLEADING
Students who participate in two seasons of district-sponsored high school interscholastic athletics, marching
band or cheerleading shall not be required to complete any physical education course as a condition to
graduate. For the purpose of this policy, the definition of marching band includes Sweet 16. (An athletic
season is defined by the rules and bylaws of the Ohio High School Athletic Association). Partial credit will not
be granted.
In order to be eligible to graduate, a high school student who is excused from the physical education
requirement must still complete instruction in 6.5 electives.
Participating in interscholastic athletics, marching band and cheerleading is a privilege, and not a right. This
policy shall not in any way be construed as granting a student the right to participate in such district-sponsored
activities. Board rules and policies including Code of Conduct continue to apply. In addition, any student
participating in this policy shall be subject to any athletic fee and or pay-to-participate fee.
Granting of this waiver becomes effective upon completion of the specified athletic seasons as approved by the
band director, athletic or cheerleading coach/advisor and submission to the Guidance Office.

ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES:
FALL

WINTER

SPRING

Football
Girls Volleyball
Boys Cross Country
Girls Cross Country
Boys Soccer
Girls Soccer
Girls Tennis
Boys Golf
Girls Golf
Cheerleading
Marching Band
Sing & Swing

Girls Basketball
Boys Basketball
Wrestling
Cheerleading
Boys Swimming/Diving
Girls Swimming/Diving
Gymnastics
Girls Bowling
Boys Bowling

Baseball
Softball
Boys Track
Girls Track
Boys Tennis
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SCIENCE
Science Department Mission Statement
The mission of the Science Department is to produce students who can work collaboratively and think
critically, using lab related skills to problem-solve in a technologically advancing world.
The Career Prep sequence is intended for students who seek vocational training. Students planning to attend
the Career Center and the state technical colleges should consider this sequence. Teaching methods focus on
concrete applications and may not prepare the student for a four-year college program.
The College Prep sequence is designed for students intending to complete a four-year college program.
Students planning to major in a subject other than science in college should consider this sequence.
The Accelerated College Prep sequence should be considered for students with exceptional ability and interest
in science. This program culminates in Advanced Placement Biology, Advanced Placement Chemistry, and/or
Advanced Placement Environmental Science.
An individual conference with parent(s), teacher, guidance counselor, and student is recommended for
movement between sequences.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE I 241 (9)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Estimated fee: $4.00
One of two physical science classes taken primarily by freshmen. This course focuses on the chemistry and
properties of matter aspect of physical science. Topics include the nature of science, properties of matter,
atoms, the periodic table, bonding, and chemical reactions.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE II 242 (9)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: None
Estimated fee: $4.00
One of two physical science classes taken primarily by freshmen. This class focuses on the physics aspect of
physical science. Topics include motion, forces, energy, waves, electricity, and the universe
**Physical Science I and Physical Science II are offered as semester courses. Both courses must be successfully
completed to meet the physical science state requirement.
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BASIC SCIENCE I & II 913, 914 (9,10,11,12)
Full-year course
1 credit
Estimated fee: $4.00
Physical Science I & II are courses to be taken by all students requiring a physical science credit in accordance
with the Ohio Department of Education. The focus of the content in Physical Science I is atoms, classification
of matter, periodic trends of the elements, chemical compounds, bonding, and reactions. Physical Science II
focuses on energy conservation, transfer and transformation of energy, forces of motion, and the universe.
BIOLOGY – LAB SCIENCE 250 (10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Physical Science I and II (or taken concurrently)
Estimated fee: $12.50
This course studies life and deals with the functions of the cells, principles of classification, and comparisons
of plants and animals. Other topics include genetics, ecology, and comparative anatomy. Dissections and labs
are a part of this curriculum.
ADVANCED BIOLOGY – LAB SCIENCE 249 (10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Physical Science
NOTE: Advanced Biology may be taken in 9 th grade based on a student’s performance on the
Science placement exam, and teacher recommendation.
Estimated fee: $12.50
This course is designed for college-bound students with a strong interest in biology. Advanced Biology covers
topics in expanded detail and at an accelerated pace. Lab experiences include more advanced labs and
additional detail to lab report writing. In-depth topics include cells and tissue function, genetics,
biotechnology, ecology, and comparative anatomy. Dissections and labs are a part of this curriculum.
CHEMISTRY – LAB SCIENCE 260 (10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Algebra
Estimated fee: $16.00 (includes goggles)
This course will establish the fundamentals of matter and its properties and changes. It features regularly
scheduled laboratory periods and exposure to related fields. Some topics include: periodic table, reactions, gas
laws, chemical and physical properties, the atom, electron behavior and acids and bases.
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ADVANCED CHEMISTRY – LAB SCIENCE 259 (10, 11 ,12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Algebra
Estimated fee: $16.00 (includes goggles)
This course will establish the fundamentals of matter and its properties and changes. It features regularly
scheduled laboratory periods and exposure to related fields. Some topics include: periodic table, reactions, gas
laws, chemical and physical properties, the atom, electron behavior and acids and bases.
Students in Advanced Chemistry will explore topics more in depth and with a stronger math emphasis.
Advanced Chemistry also covers topics in addition to the material covered in Chemistry.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE – LAB SCIENCE 262 (11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: Physical Science I and II; Biology
Estimated fee: $6.00
This course covers topics in earth science and human impacts on the environment. Topics include earth
processes such as water resources, water pollution, water use, and landforms like mountains, streams, and
lakes. Earth’s atmosphere topics include air masses, frontal systems, weather systems and forecasting, as well
as climate changes. Human impacts on earth systems will be discussed.
MICROBIOLOGY – LAB SCIENCE 263 (10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Offered every other year
Prerequisite: Biology or Advanced Biology (cannot be taken concurrently)
Estimated fee: $25.00
A course designed, by means of laboratory experience, to give students an understanding of microorganisms of
water, food, and disease. Students will learn to safely isolate, cultivate, and identify bacteria.
GENETICS – LAB SCIENCE 264 (10, 11, 12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: Biology or Advanced Biology (cannot be concurrent)
Offered every other year
Estimated fee: $10.00
This course focuses on both Mendelian and molecular genetics and is an extension of basic genetic concepts
studied in biology. Included will be lab work with fruit flies and biotechnology. Projects and presentations are
part of this curriculum.
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ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY – LAB SCIENCE 265 (10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Biology or Advanced Biology (cannot be taken concurrently)
Offered every other year
Estimated fee: $25.00
Anatomy and Physiology is a systematic study of the anatomical and physiological characteristics of the
human body. This course provides an excellent foundation for further studies in a medical or biological field.
Vertebrate dissections are a large part of the curriculum for this course.
PHYSICAL GEOLOGY 266 (11, 12)
Semester Course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: Physical Science I and II
Estimated Fee: $5.00
This course is designed for grades 11 or 12 and builds on the content learned through the Physical Science I &
II courses. The goal of this course is to further develop students’ understanding of the Earth processes that
operate within, at, or near the Earth’s surface. Within the course, there are three main themes which are listed
below
● The universe
o Topics will include: Properties of space, The Big Bang Theory, The laws of matter apply across
distance and time, the behavior of the sun
● Earth’s dynamic systems
o Topics will include: The interactions between the lithosphere, the atmosphere, the hydrosphere,
and how the biosphere contributes to biogeochemical cycles. Rocks, minerals and the Earths
systems.
● Earth’s resources
o Topics will include: Conservation of resources, global climate, and the impact of humans on the
Earth’s climate, atmosphere, and living systems.
ASTRONOMY I 267 (10, 11, 12)
Semester Course
½ Credit
Prerequisites: Physical Science I and II OR Biology OR Advanced Biology
Fee: $5.00
*Offered as staff allows*
This course will explore the formation and structure of our universe, from the earliest moments of the Big
Bang to present day, then extrapolate into the future. Our journey will begin here on Earth, with the incredible
story of humanity’s insatiable desire to look up, and will be told through the people, discoveries, missions and
spacecraft that have shaped our current understanding. From there, our perspective will travel further and
further away from home, passing orbiting satellites, neighboring planets, stars, black holes, and colliding
galaxies. Evidence based speculation on astrobiology will provide an opportunity to think beyond our own
earthly limitations. An emphasis will be placed on the unifying ideas of gravity, light, entropy, and accretion,
as well as the power of observing the sky.
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ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 269 (11,12)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Offered every other year
Prerequisites: Must be a junior or senior student, passed general chemistry or advanced chemistry with a “C”
or better, must have passed Algebra II with a “C” or better.
Lab fee: $16.00
This is a semester course that is geared towards the college prep student. The purpose of this course is to
introduce students to organic (carbon based) structures, nomenclature, physical properties, preparation and
reactions of alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, alcohols, ethers, epoxides, aldehydes and ketones. Other topics may
include stereochemistry, acids, bases, and reaction mechanisms.
PHYSICS – LAB SCIENCE 270 (11,12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Geometry
Estimated fee: $25.00
Physics deals with understanding the motion, forces, energy, and interactions of objects. A strong math
background is needed for students to handle calculations involving geometry, trigonometry, and algebra.
Waves, optics, sound, electricity and other topics are also covered. Students will also participate in numerous
lab activities to strengthen their understanding of physics concepts. Students will use computer-based
collection and measurement methods (Lab Pro).
ADVANCED PLACEMENTⓇ CHEMISTRY – LAB SCIENCE 290 (11, 12)
Full year course – 2 periods per day
2 credits
Offered every other year
Prerequisite: Advanced Chemistry
Estimated fee: $20.00 to include goggles
Advanced Placement Chemistry is a laboratory and lecture oriented chemistry class that follows the guidelines
established by the College Board. The level of work in this class closely reflects what students see in freshman
level chemistry courses at the college level. Topics include: reactions, gas laws, thermochemistry, bonding,
acids and bases, equilibrium, kinetics, nuclear chemistry, periodic properties, and electrochemistry. A college
text is used in this class. The AP chemistry student needs to have a strong background in math, and can expect
to spend significant amounts of time outside of class working with the material. Computer based data
collection methods and measurement will be used (Lab Pro).
The class maximum is 24 students. Students are required to complete an application in order to be considered
for the class. Criteria used for class selection include: science GPA, overall GPA, teacher recommendation,
junior or senior status, and intended college major. Senior status is not a guarantee of selection into this class.
Advanced Placement examinations are given in May. For those who do well on the examination, participating
colleges, in turn, grant credit and appropriate placement.
Purchase of an AP Chemistry Exam guide (around $15.00) is strongly encouraged but not required. Students
will need a proper laboratory carbon-copy notebook (around $20.00); this notebook will be adequate at college
level.
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ADVANCED PLACEMENTⓇ BIOLOGY – LAB SCIENCE 280 (11, 12)
Full year course – 2 periods per day
2 credits
Prerequisite: Advanced Biology; Advanced Chemistry (or concurrent)
Estimated fee: $25.00
A full year college level general biology course with extensive laboratory work, discussion, and lecture used to
study the important biological concepts currently being emphasized at the introductory college biology level.
Units of study include; molecules, cells, genetics, evolution, structural comparisons of plants and animals,
ecology, and behavior.
Advanced Placement examinations are given in May. For those who do well on the examination, participating
colleges, in turn, grant credit and appropriate placement.

ADVANCED PLACEMENTⓇ ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE – LAB SCIENCE 261 (11, 12)
Full year course – 1 period per day
1 credit
Prerequisite: Biology and Chemistry (or chemistry concurrent).
Estimated fee: $10.00
This course represents a semester college-level environmental science course with a laboratory component that
follows the course outlined by the College Board. Topics include ecosystems, biodiversity, populations,
Earth’s systems, land and water use, energy and resource consumption, atmospheric, aquatic, and terrestrial
pollution, and global climate change. Environmental law and biotechnology will also be incorporated.
Advanced Placement examinations are given in May. For those who do well on the examination, participating
colleges, in turn, grant credit and appropriate placement.
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SOCIAL STUDIES
WORLD HISTORY 140 (9)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: None
Ninth grade students will continue their study of World History (which started in grade 7), focusing on the time
period from 1750 to the present. Students will explore the influence of geography, the effects of political and
economic change, and the different cultural values as they impacted events throughout the world.

HONORS WORLD HISTORY 135 (9)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Satisfactory completion of: summer reading, writing sample and entrance assessment;
completion of application process.
Honors World History presents the same basic curriculum as the general World History class with the major
difference being the in-depth exploration and analysis of selected topics, and the amount of student
participation. Students will gain base skills in analytical thinking, writing, public speaking, group and
individual work, research and problem solving. Students will be engaged in activities that call upon their skills
as historians (i.e. recognizing cause and effect relationships, various forms of research, expository and
persuasive writing, reading of primary and secondary sources, comparing and contrasting important ideas and
events, using technology, and verbal presentation).
The course will focus on the relevance of history to the students’ daily lives through a multi-dimensional study
of cultural, geographic, ethical, social, political, and economic perspectives. Emphasis will be given to the
expansion of the Western world; the evolution of democratic principles and their worldwide effect; and the
growing interdependence of all peoples and cultures throughout the world. The study of this period
(1759-present) will be enriched with representative literature of the period and about the period and will
include the use of primary source documents.
Note: The honors and general World History courses differ as to the instructional strategies employed by the
teacher and the depth of study.
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AMERICAN HISTORY 145 (10)
Full year course (Required)
1 credit
Prerequisite: World History
American History is a chronological study, which will focus on 1877 to the present. It represents the causes
and effects of events in United States history; informs the student about the origin and development of
government, economy, society and culture; equips the student with critical thinking skills; and helps the student
understand the nature and significance of traditional American values. A research paper and book review will
also be completed as supplemental requirements of the course.

HONORS AMERICAN HISTORY 150 (10)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: World History or Honors World History and satisfactory completion of: application process,
summer reading, writing sample and entrance assessment.
Honors American History presents the same basic curriculum as the general American History class with the
major difference being the in-depth exploration and analysis of selected topics, and the amount of student
participation. Students will gain base skills in analytical thinking, writing, public speaking, group and
individual work, research and problem solving. Students will be engaged in activities that call upon their skills
as historians (i.e. recognizing cause and effect relationships, various forms of research, expository and
persuasive writing, reading of primary and secondary sources, comparing and contrasting important ideas and
events, using technology, and verbal presentation).
This course will provide students with the opportunity to acquire an in-depth and comprehensive understanding
of the chronological development of the American people by examining the political, economic, social,
religious, military, scientific, and cultural events that have affected the nation. Implicit in this is an
understanding of the historical method, the inquiry process, historical reasoning and interpretation, and the
issues of external and internal validity.
Note: The honors and general American History courses differ as to the instructional strategies employed by
the teacher and the depth of study.
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AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 160 (11)
Semester course (Required)
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: United States History and World History
American Government provides an overview and introduction to the government structure and function in the
United States. Beginning with a study of the Founding Era, students will use primary sources to study and
discuss the principles of republicanism and federalism in addition to other American government principles.
Students will also examine the topics of civil rights, civil liberties, political parties, interest groups, the role of
the media in government, the three branches of government and state and local government. Students will also
focus on the importance and application of several founding documents, including the Declaration of
Independence, the United States Constitution, the Bill of Rights, The Federalist Papers, and other primary
sources/documents.
A media journal project which focuses on tracking government action in daily life will be completed as a
supplemental requirement of the course.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS – ADVANCED PLACEMENT 163 (11 - taken
during the 11th grade in lieu of American Government)/12 th grade (after completing American Government in
the 11th grade)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: American History (any level) and World History (any level); completion of application
process
A.P. American Government and Politics will give students an analytical perspective on government and
politics in the United States. This course includes both the study of general concepts used to interpret U.S.
politics and the analysis of specific examples. The course will also familiarize students with the various
institutions, groups, beliefs and ideas that constitute U.S. politics. Students will become acquainted with the
variety of theoretical perspectives and explanations for various behaviors and outcomes. Topics to be covered
include: constitutional underpinnings of the United States government; political beliefs and behaviors; political
parties, interest groups & media; institutions of the national government; public policy and civil rights & civil
liberties. Students will also be exposed to state and local levels of government. There will be extensive
reading and writing assignments related to course topics.
Advanced Placement examinations are given in May. There is a fee for the AP examination. For those who do
well on the examination, participating colleges, in turn, grant credit and appropriate placement.
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ECONOMICS & FINANCIAL LITERACY 164 (11)
Semester course (Required)
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: American History and World History
Economics introduces students to the free enterprise system and to the basic concepts associated with the study
of both microeconomics and macroeconomics. The primary goal of the course is to develop economic and
financial literacy within each student so that they are able to understand the working of the U.S. economy and
the global economy.
The major concepts to be studied in this semester course include scarcity, supply and demand, market
equilibrium, entrepreneurship, money and banking, personal finance, economic stability, international trade,
and the global economy.
A course reading packet with related article critiques covering current economic issues will be completed as a
supplemental requirement of the course.

ECONOMIC THEORY AND FINANCIAL LITERACY 166 (11 – taken during the 11th grade in lieu of
Economics)/12th grade (after completing Economics in the 11th grade)
Semester course
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: American History (any level) and World History (any level); completion of application process
Economic Theory is designed for the college bound student who has an interest in business and economics in
general. This semester course utilizes a more detailed textbook to introduce students to the free enterprise
system and the basic concepts associated with the study of microeconomics and macroeconomics. In addition
to the concepts studied and listed in Basic Economics, this course will explore the lives and the ideas of the
economic theorists who developed the economic philosophies of capitalism, socialism, and communism.
PSYCHOLOGY 170 (12)
Semester course (elective)
½ credit
Prerequisite: American History and World History
Psychology is the study of human behavior, which attempts to explain individual behavior and relationships.
This introductory course focuses on individual mental growth and development. Topics include personality,
human mental development, the mind, intelligence, learning, values, reasoning, growth, and major
psychological theories.
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WESTERN CIVILIZATION I 175 and 175C(11, 12)
Semester course
½ credit
Prerequisite: None
This course presents an overview of European civilization from antiquity to about the year 1600, stressing the
chief political, social, cultural, and religious developments within this span of time. This class will help
students gain a better understanding of the historical narrative of European civilization, particularly as it relates
to political institutions and structures and social and cultural developments; develop improved textual
interpretation skills through the careful reading and discussion of ancient and medieval texts; and refine their
ability to express ideas and produce convincing arguments through writing essays and short paper.
This course is also offered for college credit through North Central State college for eligible students.
WESTERN CIVILIZATION II 176 and 176C (11, 12)
Semester course
½ credit
Prerequisite: None
This course presents an overview of European civilization from around 1500 to the present, stressing the chief
political, social, cultural, and religious developments within this span of time. This class will help students gain
a better knowledge of the historical narrative of European civilization, particularly as it relates to political
institutions and structures and social and cultural developments; develop improved textual interpretation skills
through the careful reading and discussion of historical texts; and refine their ability to express ideas and
produce convincing arguments through writing essays and a 6-8 page research paper
This course is also offered for college credit through North Central State college for eligible students.
SOCIOLOGY 180 (12)
Semester course (elective)
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: American History and World History
Sociology is designed as a course to introduce students to the scientific study of human behaviors. Unlike
psychology, which focuses on the individual, sociology studies group behaviors and the complexities of human
interactions.
As a social science this course attempts the objective study of culture and the various social institutions created
in cultures to provide for social harmony and stability. The major concepts that are studied in the semester
include sociological research methods, various sociological theories, culture, values, deviance, the family,
marriage, human sexuality, mass media, education, religion, and other socially relevant topics.

HOLOCAUST AND GENOCIDE: THE BETRAYAL OF HUMANITY 196 (11,12)
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Semester course (elective)
1/2 credit
Prerequisite: U.S. History and World History
The Holocaust can be seen as one of the defining moments of modern history and the greatest failure of
Western Civilization, calling into question the rationality of man. Although similar in some respects to other
incidents of genocide, the Holocaust is the only example in history of a state systematically attempting to
murder an entire people, based solely on their religious-ethnic identity. Studying the Holocaust will help us
understand how such a disaster could occur and how it can be prevented from happening again.
This course will begin with some consideration of the European Jewish culture that was all but destroyed by
the Holocaust. It will then examine the nature of anti-Semitism, especially modern racial anti-Semitism of the
late 19th century, and ask whether German anti-Semitism was different/more virulent than in other areas of
Europe. It will study the rise of Nazism and the road from persecution to annihilation.
The course will use survivor literature, film and photography to consider the legacy of the Holocaust. This
class will be offered to juniors and seniors due to the graphic and mature nature of the subject. There will also
be a fee associated with this class to cover the cost of the books used in the course. Students will be allowed to
keep these books at the conclusion of the class.

BASIC UNITED STATES HISTORY 942
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Students must have an Individualized Education Plan with goals consistent with the nature and
content of the course.
United States History is a chronological survey, which will focus on 1877 to the present. It represents causes and effects
of events in United States history; informs the student about the origin and development of government , economy,
society and culture; equips the student with critical thinking skills; and helps the student understand the nature and
significance of traditional American values.

BASIC WORLD HISTORY 943
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Students must have an Individualized Education Plan with goals consistent with the nature and
content of the course.
Basic World History includes the geography, culture change, and political and economic influences throughout the world
since 1750. Throughout this course the idea of revolution and its effects in history will be emphasized.

BASIC U.S. GOVERNMENT 944
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Semester course
½ credit
Prerequisite: Students must have an Individualized Education Plan with goals consistent with the nature and
content of the course.
This course provides an overview of constitutional principles, civil rights and civil liberties, while covering national,
state, and local government structure and operation. The purpose is to help the student understand the role of the
individual in the American republic in order to become a participating citizen in our democracy.

BASIC ECONOMICS 945
Semester course
½ credit
Prerequisite: Students must have an Individualized Education Plan with goals consistent with the nature and
content of the course.
Basic Economics introduces economics principles and applications. The primary goals are to develop economic literacy
and to develop appreciation of the goals and functions of the American economic system.
The course is a study of scarcity, the market system, American business, the stock market, supply and demand, money
and banking, the role of government in the economy, the business cycle, fiscal and monetary policy, and financing
governmental activities.
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S.T.E.M.
STEM I: ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES 661 (9,10,11,12)
Full Year
1 credit
The Introduction to Engineering Design program consists of 6 modules that cover different concepts in
technology and engineering. The course is based on projects and students work in small groups to complete
hands on projects listed below:
Engineering Design

Project: Design & Build a railroad crossing

Biomedical Technology

Project: Design & Build a medical Scanner

Mass Transportation

Project: Design, build, and test safety buffers

Mobile Robotics

Project: Design & build an AGV robot

Agricultural Technology

Project: Design/build a vertical farming system

Energy in Buildings

Project: Design/build a passive cooling system

STEM II: ENGINEERING DESIGN 662 (9,10,11,12)
Full Year
1 credit
Prerequisite: Stem I: Introduction to Engineering Design (660)
Intermediate Engineering Design builds on concepts learned in Introduction to Engineering Design and covers
6 additional technology and engineering projects. Students will complete projects listed below:
Construction Engineering

Project: Design, build, and test bridges

Transportation Technology

Project: Design/build a freight handling system

Industrial Robotics

Project: Design/build an industrial workcell

Basic Mechatronics

Project: Design/build a fairground ride

Intermediate Mechatronics

Project: Design/build an automatic lighting circuit

Manufacturing Technology

Project: Design/make a plastic component
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STEM III: ROBOTICS 663 (10,11,12)
Full Year
1 credit
Prerequisite - Algebra I
Students will work in small groups to understand the basics of robotics, programming, and teamwork. This
includes concepts in continuous improvement, use of variable force and motion, software programming,
sensors, and servos, autonomous robotics, and mechanical and structural engineering.

STEM IV: COMPUTER SOFTWARE 664 (10,11,12)
Full Year
1 credit
Prerequisite: Stem III: Robotics (662)
Students will study, plan, build and test a ground and air drone. Work will be done in teams and cover
unmanned ground vehicles, electrical engineering and energy transfer, drone code and sensors, applied systems
thinking, physics of flight, and unmanned aerial vehicles.
STEM V: ADVANCED PROGRAMMING & FABRICATION 665 (by teacher approval only)
Year long course
1 credit
Prerequisite: You must have taken 2 of the 4 STEM courses and passed with no less than a B average. You also
must show an ability to program, build, or use graphical interfaces. There are 3 roles in Advanced STEM, and
you should be proficient in at least 1 of them: Computer Programmer, Engineer/Contractor, Graphics Designer.
Anyone interested should speak with Mr. Seder
Students in Advanced STEM are Inventors, Engineers, Programmers, Graphic Designers, and Tinkerers. They
take on big projects and work with private sector companies in the area. They also build professional portfolios
and find internships or scholarships for our students.
Some of the things you can expect in Advanced STEM:
1. Become a full fledged member of the STEM Tech Company “Air0 Tek”
2. Create professional websites for companies
3. Build business proposals and marketing strategies for companies
4. Placed into Tech company internships
5. Apply for STEM related scholarships
6. Work on earning nano degrees in advanced degree fields (Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence,
Self-Driving Cars)
8. Learn ethical hacking from a former employee of the NSA
9. Compete in Kaggle competitions against college and high school teams world wide
10. Invent and program facial recognition, home automation, and IOT devices
11. Become a professional DIYer and Tinkerer
12. Present projects to the school board and community members.
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WORLD LANGUAGES
FRENCH I 741 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Students who have a good understanding of English and have the discipline for daily language practice are
encouraged to study a world language. Students planning to pursue a four-year professional degree program
should take 4-5 years of a world language beginning in the 8th or 9th grade. Students planning to pursue a two
year technical program should take 2 years of a world language beginning in the 10th or 11th grade.
In order to be successful in a world language, a good understanding of English grammar and strong
mathematical and problem solving skills are important. It is recommended that students have a C or better in
previous English and math courses before pursuing a world language. Students should be enrolled in Algebra I
or higher.
Ashland Middle School Level I French has the same objectives and content as its high school equivalent.
Scheduled in the eighth grade, students are able to enter Level II in the ninth grade. A full high school credit is
awarded to those who complete this course successfully, with a passing grade.
French I is an introductory course that follows the Ohio Competency model (communication, comparisons,
communities, culture, and connections) emphasizing authentic materials and a variety of teaching methods.
The workbook for this course is used for both levels I and II.
FRENCH II 742 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: C or better in French I
French II requires successful mastery of French I skills and materials. Further vocabulary and grammar are
stressed via continued application of Ohio Competency-based approaches and varied teaching techniques.

FRENCH III 743 (10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: French I, II
French III utilizes skills learned in French I and II to build further competency in reading, writing, speaking,
and listening. Authentic materials and language use are stressed and taught in a variety of ways in accordance
with Ohio Competency-based models.
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FRENCH IV 744 (11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: French I, II, III
Successful mastery of levels I-III is required. Complex grammar and vocabulary are taught within the context
of contemporary language. Higher level application of the four skills is expected and more difficult reading
selections are introduced. Ohio Competency-based models continue to be stressed.

FRENCH V 745 (12)
BEGINNER COLLEGE FRENCH 102/INTERMEDIATE COLLEGE FRENCH 201
Full year course
1 credit *
Prerequisite: French I, II, III, IV
French V/Beginner College French 102 and Intermediate College French 201 is a course that utilizes skills
from the previous four levels. The primary goal is to perfect oral and written communication skills via further
application of the Ohio Competency-based models.
French V/Beginner College French 102 and Intermediate College French 201 is offered for dual credit with the
University of Akron/Wayne College for qualifying students.
SPANISH I 761 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Students who have a good understanding of English and have the discipline for daily language practice are
encouraged to study a world language. Students planning to pursue a four-year professional degree program
should take 4-5 years of a world language beginning in the 8th or 9th grade. Students planning to pursue a two
year technical program should take 2 years of a world language beginning in the 10th or 11th grade.
In order to be successful in a world language, a good understanding of English grammar and strong
mathematical and problem solving skills are important. It is recommended that students have a C or better in
previous English and math courses before pursuing a world language. Students should be enrolled in Algebra I
or higher.
Ashland Middle School Level I Spanish has the same objectives and content as its high school equivalent.
Scheduled in the eighth grade, students are able to enter Level II in the ninth grade. A full high school credit is
awarded to those who complete this course successfully, with a passing grade.
This introductory course follows Ohio Competency-Based Model approaches and emphasizes listening,
speaking, reading, and writing of the language. CD’s, dialogues, lectures, reading, practice exercises, projects,
and memorization of vocabulary words and grammatical structures are utilized. Cultures of the Spanish
speaking world will be studied in addition to language acquisition.
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SPANISH II 762 (9, 10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: C or better in Spanish I
This course continues with basic competency approaches of listening comprehension, conversation, reading,
and writing of the language. Students are presented with increased vocabulary, grammar, and culture. Cultures
of the Spanish speaking world will be studied.

SPANISH III 763 (10, 11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Spanish II
Emphasis at this level is on all competency areas. Grammar is reinforced and expanded upon. Acquisition of
vocabulary, grammatical structures, and conversational techniques is again promoted in order for students to
communicate at a level appropriate with three years of study of the target language. The class will be
conducted primarily in Spanish.

SPANISH IV 764 (11, 12)
Full year course
1 credit
Prerequisite: Spanish III
This is an advanced course with continued emphasis on listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The class
will be conducted primarily in Spanish. Students are exposed to a variety of literary and linguistic styles and
advanced grammatical structures. Hispanic culture is further emphasized.

SPANISH V/INTERMEDIATE COLLEGE SPANISH 201 and 202 765 (12)
Full year course
1 credit *
Prerequisite: Spanish IV
Further fluency in the language and understanding of the Hispanic culture is stressed. The class will be
conducted primarily in Spanish. Students are exposed to a variety of authentic materials such as tapes, videos,
magazines, newspapers, plays, essays, and short stories.
Spanish V/Intermediate College Spanish 201 and 202 is offered for dual credit with the University of
Akron/Wayne College for qualifying students.
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ASHLAND COUNTY-WEST HOLMES CAREER CENTER
The Ashland County-West Holmes Career Center (ACWHCC) offers students an opportunity to combine academic courses with
industry skills while completing high school. The curriculum focuses on preparing students for college and/or a career, in the specific
field of the students’ choice.
The Career Center offers students the opportunity to take academic courses, including CCP classes, earn college credits and earn
industry credentials/certifications, while exploring a college or career pathway, before any money is spent on post-secondary
education or training – the Career Center is 100% fee free.
The curriculum at the Career Center specializes in specific industry skills and classroom learning related to a selected occupation. A
full range of academic classes is part of each student’s career program, including College Credit Plus courses in math and English for
those students who qualify. On campus programs include the following:
Animal and Veterinary Science
Auto Body Technology
Automotive Technology
Construction Technology
Culinary Careers Management
Cosmetology*
Criminal Justice*
Cybersecurity & Networking*
Early Childhood Education*
Graphic Communications*
Health Technology*
Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, Refrigeration (HVAC/R) & Plumbing
Robotics & Advanced Manufacturing*
Welding Technology
*program offers Tuition Freedom Scholarships at North Central State College
Most students apply to the Career Center during their sophomore year, to be enrolled in career programs for their junior year of high
school. Students who choose to attend the Career Center remain enrolled at Ashland High School. If all requirements are met, the
student will receive an Ashland High School diploma along with their Career Center certificate of completion and Career Passport.
Though fully involved in educational and social activities at the Career Center, students may be part of extracurricular activities such
as athletics, band, choir, or a variety of other student organizations at Ashland High School.
Career Center students who successfully complete a Career Technical Education program may earn articulated college credits at
specific local colleges. More program-specific information can be obtained from the Career Center.
ENROLLMENT DECISIONS ARE MADE BY THE CAREER CENTER STAFF.
Additional Programs Offered by Referral Only:
Career Based Intervention: A program designed to support sophomore students who have an interest in career technical education,
and are unsure if they will have enough credits to participate in a career-tech program as a junior. Students spend one period per day
in a career-tech lab to observe and/or participate in (4) different career-tech programs throughout the year, giving the student the
opportunity to choose their preferred program to enroll in as a junior.
Job Training Coordination: Students in this program will learn through hands-on training in the Career Center training lab. This
two-year program will allow students to learn the skills for building and residential maintenance, light construction and how to work
with a team and independently.
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